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SECURE

LOCKED
INTER -LOCKED !
SHOCK

PROOF!
1. The double length

NOISE
PROOF!

Cossor filament famed fir
its colosial emission. Note
the seonite bridge holding
it rigidly in position.

2.

oi

twenty-five points.

Inter -locked Construction makes

Cossor the strongest and most

BREAK

PROOF!

robust Screened Grid Valve ever
produced. Look at the illustrations
-see how each element is rigidly
locked top and bottom-every joint
scientifically welded-a girder -like
construction ensuring absolute
rigidity. Individual movement of
the electrodes is impossible. Even
the hardest blow cannot disturb
Made in3t ypes

for use with
2, 4 and 6 -volt.

Accumulators.

4.

seonite insulator.

for greater rigidity.

their perfect alignment. This wonderful new Cossor system of Interlocked Construction is the greatest
step forward in valve design since
the introduction of the dull emitter
-no other make of Screened Grid
Valve has such enormous strength.

For any Screened Grid Receiver
use Cossor-there is no substitute
for the Cossor patented system of
Inter -locked Construction.

Cossor

Screened Grid

Technical
Data.
Max.

3.

Note the strength
Around the two
Finally, observe the
stout grid supports' is and rigidity of the screen. construction of the anode.
wound the first grid, Built on four stout sup- Two rectangular nickel
electrically welded- at ports, and anchored to plates are used ribbed

Anode

Volta 150, Im-

pedance 200,000,

Amplification Far..

THE ONLY SCREENED GRID VALVE

Volts. l'rice
(either type)

WITH INTERLOCKED CONSTRUCTION

tor 200, Grid Bias
1.5 volts at max. anode

22/6

41. C. Cossor Ltd.. Highbury Grove, Loshion N.5.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Manchester's Debut-Chief Os-Ke-Non-Ton-Loud-speaking Witnesses !-F©r
Scotsmen and Others-D.X. Crystal Results !-Shouting at Buses
Manchester's Debut-The new

reproducer with a giant voice.
Altogether a new use for wireless !

Manchester headquarters, which
were fully described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS No. 361, comes into use
first on Tuesday, May 28, when the

Listening to the Electio':-

Make a point of getting the election

results next Thursday. If you have
not a set working at the moment,
or if you want to hook up a simple
arrangement to loan to those who
scorn wireless (except when they
find they need it), turn to page 737
in this issue. There you will find a
rough "hook-up" of an up-to-date
version of ,a two-valver which-but

first broadcast will be made via
5GB. This "christening" broadcast
is to be a performance of Coleridge -

Taylor's Hiawatha, to be given by
Dr. Henry Coward and his Sheffield
choir. Altogether, this is an item
well worthy of an auspicious
occasion !

turn to page 737 and see for yourself.

Chief Os - Ke- Non- Ton-And

A Human Ark-This is the
mention of Hiawatha is a reminder
nickname which has been earned by
that the famous Red Indian baritone
Walter Lanhan, who is broadcasting
Chief Os-Ke-Non-Ton, has been
engaged for 2LO's programme on Radio Toulouse-a Frenchman well-known to the rest of Europe I And not on Friday, May 31. It is said that
June 7. The chief, whose name tobe wondered at, seeing that a power of 9 kilowatts is emptoyed. Mr. Lanhan comes /as near as any
means "Running Deer," is reputed to be transmitter, this D.X. fiend can be believed human being to talking with animals and
the leading exponent of American -Indian or forgiven, whichever way you like to look birds. A story is told that on one occasion
he stopped beneath a tree in which some
melodies, and he has had frequent en- at it
counters with the microphone in the
Shouting at Buses-If ever, while wood pigeons were holding a heated conUnited States.
standing at the bus terminus outside versation, in which he joined. The birds
Loud -speaking Witnesses !-During Victoria Station, London, you hear strange immediately became silent and the imperthe Board of Trade inquiry into the sinking commands booming in your ears, do not be sonator carried on alone; but when he
of the liner Vestris, loud -speakers are alarmed. They are coming from a loud - moved on one of the birds left its cominstalled. The hall in Westminster, in speaker which has been installed on the panions and follolved him along the road for
which the inquiry is made, is so large that control tower and which the man therein half a mile i
The B.B.C.'s Money-In continuation
without a microphone in front of the uses to guide the buses below. At his side
witness chair, and loud -speakers placed at this "super" bus official has a microphone, of a note last week, wherein we expressed
different points, it is difficult to follow the and by whispering soft words into this to regret at the number of well-known B.B.C.
the bus drivers they are emitted from the staff men who have been attracted to the
proceedings.
For Scotsmen and Others- Elcv.eatact7.3cace7lcitar.e7,cace7.icelf.acacce:71ce7a1:3 more lucrative spheres of talkies and
so on, it is worth noting what a wellThe following deserves to be § ,'
!

remembered by those- who are 5
setting out to economise ! " It has q

been brought to our notice that the s'
difference between an outside and
an inside aerial is estimated .to be §
ten shillings."-Glasgow Weekly §
Herald.

§

D.X. Crystal Results P-The §
Marconi Co. has been carrying out c
some tests transmissions with the s
new Czecho-Slovakian broadcast §
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known evening paper has to say
about this. It is pointed out that
the B.B.C. receives a gross sum of

over E,i,000,000 and yet is unable to

S retain the services of its most capable and experienced officials. Also
§
no inquiries are possible. " Such
§
§ financial obscuratism may, indeed,
§ conceal the greatest possible degree

of orderliness.

The B B C

S

may shrink modestly from 'the

§
station at Bratislava. Over 479 §
§
reports have been obtained of §
§,
reception in Great Britain. One §
§
London listener reported that he C
heard the station on a crystal set, Jte
but as Bratislava has a 12 kilowatt NOte,VoatGltatoge:v.474:9v.e,voitence:Itat.ez...sce»CI

chorus of praise which would meet
the revelation of exemplary financial
administration in a public department. The public, however, cannot

be expected to take all that quite
for granted!"

Wiretcsi,
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broadcast of gramo-

An " A.W ." Special
Representative was
able recently to be in

phone records and
here he tells just how

the B.B.C.'s gramoradio is done.

the studio during a

WHEN GRAMOPHONE RECORDS ARE BROADCAST
the only time when the the red and blue lights are on " is held by used when an announcer wishes to give the
PROBABLY
red and blue lights over the doors of the B.B.C. staff they would understand name of the record.
Downstairs in the basement in the No. 9
the studios are not of vital importance is what the silence of gramo-radio means.
studio - that is the Chinese room - is a
when there is a gramophone record broadsingle turntable console. This, too, is
cast in progress. The reason for this is A New Studio
because gramophone music is not broadcast

The other day, when at Savoy Hill, I was

driven by clockwork and has no counter-

directly-that is to say, the gramophone permitted to commit this fell deed of balanced pick-up arm, but has the pick-up
is not placed at one end of the studio and entering the nef No. .3 studio while a attached to the end of the normal tone arm.
the microphone at the other, though this gramophone broadcast was in progress. In
was done in the early days of broadcasting. parenthesis, let me say that "No. 3" is the A Surprise
latest at Savoy Hill and is reconstructed
I confess I was considerably surprised
Nowadays, electrical reproduction is all from the oldest and first studio in the
to
see that in conjunction with the pick-up
the vogue, as it is with many amateurs, and original building at No. 2 Savoy Hill. In,
which is always of the magnetic type-

an electrical pick-up is used with subsequent this studio there is a double turntable
amplification. Thus you see ,that when console which is clockwork driven and looks though from time to time being experimented with-no scratch filter is employed.'
a gramophone is being played for broad-

from the outside like an ordinary, but outcast purposes, there is practically nothing size, gramophone with a handle at one end. The B.B.C. engineers consider that with
to be heard in the studio; and, except when It is made by a well-known firm of gramo- the type of pick-up used the amount of
on reproduction with the average
the microphone is in circuit, there is no phone manufacturers, and has a resemblance scratch
wireless
set is negligible; on this point
possibility of studio noises being trans- to other commercial products.
listeners
will doubtless have their own
mitted. Thus even the most unwary can
Inside it is very much modified. The
push into the studio and call out cheerily, sound -boxes have been removed and on the opinions. Neither is there any volume
on the console, and the reason for
"I say, is Mr. So -and -So here? "-a faux open end of the tone arms, one for each control
this
is
simply
because the pick-up output
pas not usually forgiven ! The only excep- turntable, are fitted pick-ups of the magnetic
is
toned
down
both amplification and
tion is when an announcement is being type. In between the turntables is a switch voltage are thenand
regulated
by the operator
made of the record named.
which allows either one or the other to be in the control rooms. This is as in other
If only all listeners could know in what used, while the central position brings the B.B.C. transmissions.
reverence the motto "Do not enter when ordinary microphone .into circuit. This is
The pick-up winding is taken to one side
of a transformer contained in the console
of the gramophone and the other winding
is

taken to a special "hook-up," the

purpose of which is simply to control the

output from the pick-up and make it
kuitable for the standard microphone lines.
The output passes to an A type amplifier.
This consists of a three -valve resistance coupled amplifier, which is altered only in

detail from the other "A" amplifiers used
for normal microphone work. From the A

amplifier the circuit is taken to a "B"
amplifier in the control room of the main
transmitter.
When a gramophone broadcast is in progress the announcer simply puts a record
on to the turntable, moves a switch over

to "mike," makes a preliminary little
speech and clicks the switch back to
" gramo "-at the same time starting the
needle in the groove. There is thus no
The double -turntable console in the studio at Savoy Hill, which is usually reserved for talks
and gramophone broadcasts

sizzling or crackling before therecordstarts
playing and when the microphone is in circuit. Any amount of noise can be made

in the studio and it will not be broadcast.
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Winding Your Own Coils For the -

trir

PORTABLE',
By L. A. CHAPMAN
IN conformity with AMATEUR WIRELESS'S

the tuning circuits coupled to such valves
usual practice of giving constructional on sufficiently low -loss lines it is possible
details of components where possible, below to obtain such great amplification that the
are given the actual winding particulars of H.F. stage will give too much amplification,
the coils used in the "Talisman Portable," which results in instability.
described in the two preceding issues.
Properly to make use of the great
amplification obtainable from screen -grid
valves it is necessary to have coils that are
,..3/9!
only efficient to a certain degree.

an open inductive circuit. This explains
why the reaction control is so smooth on
the long waves.
With this particular coil it is possible to
tune from as low as Zoo metres right up to

By having reaction coupled into the
tuned -anode circuit, we can arrange to
introduce just as much damping in the
anode circuit as we wish so that when

IIIMM11=10111-11011
iiumu
1111111

reaction is applied we can overcome, to the
required degree, the damping that is
detrimental. This is just what has been
done in the design of the " Talisman

Portable" coil and readers who build the
receiver will now realize why it is that the
Amateurs are quite at liberty to make receiver does not go into oscillation until
up these coils for their own personal reaction is forced.
The Complete Coil
requirements but commercial manufacturing rights have been granted only to Medium and Long Wavelengths
boo metres, on the medium waves, and from
Messrs. Wright and Weaire, Ltd., up to the
The coils cover both the medium wave- i,000 metres or less up to 2,000 metres on
Details of Grooved Former

time of going to press.

lengths and the long wavelengths, and what the long waves.

little damping is introduced to maintain

Principle of Design
Before actually describing the construction of the coils it will be well to discuss
the various points which led to their design.
It is now a well -established fact that the
valve is capable

screen -grid

of more

amplification per stage than ar,t ordinary
three -electrode valve, other components
in the receiver being equal. By designing
/Yo.Afaie

.1.50 WAX

(

I

long -wave winding, each half

i Ew)

OS

/20 TURNS
/ N026 aS:C.

(Jaz-Ave-az

\

7°7

111Stort

I80Tr/RA/5 End
4.092a,,,:c:

)11

of iviNairy

ment is such that one half
-EACH
No..?6 of the short-wave coil is con'C.
nected at each end of the

5/W-,
1

grrows show d/rectian

/60 TURNS

End Endi

\s,

#0.96-ack.

altogether sufficient for stability on the

For the construction of the coils proceed
long wavelengths. The peculiar switching
arrangement makes good this defect, as follows. Having prepared or obtained
however, for, when the coil as a whole the grooved formers and the base, mark
is switched for medium -wave recep- each former with some distinguishing mark,
tion, the medium -wave winding and the and then proceed with the actual winding.
Begin with the medium -wave winding,
long -wave winding are in parallel. As soon,
however, as the coil is arranged for long - which is at the lower end of each former.
wave working, the short-

wave winding is divided at
its centre and the arrange-

___._

/20 TURNS

stability on the medium wavelengths is not Winding the Coils

-End
,9

TRP

Diagram showing coil connenions

winding being left "dead."
The reaction coil is coupled
into both the long and
medium -wave windings,. regardless of whether the tuning
coils are arranged for medium
or long -wave working. Now,
When the medium -wave wind-

ing is left "dead," for long wave working, the reaction
coil supplies energy to both a

closed inductive circuit and

Plan of coils on have showing directions of
winding;

MAY 25 1929
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36 -gauge wire- in a clockwise direction. or without a break between the three slot.
Remember that this second former is
Bind this winding in position and take
care not to get the beginning and ends of wound entirely in an anti -clockwise chi -ET;
each winding mixed up. Now wind on in tion.
each of the remaining slots i6o turns of wire
without breaking the wire between the Connections
All that now remains is to connect up
third, fourth, and, fifth slots.
the
beginning and end of each individual
Mark the beginning and end of this

enuiltur WirelessLooking

at the plan drawing of the complete
coil, take the left-hand former and .wind on

8o turns of No. 32 d.s.c. copper wire in a
clockwise direction in the lowest slot and
then bind the turns in place with a covering
of silk thread.

Now turn your attention to the other
former and wind on a similar number of

winding according to the drawing showing
the detailed connections.
In making the final connections between
the
wires and the terminals solder the wires
Attention can now be directed to the
winding of the other former. In the second to soldering tags.

winding and then bind up the winding with
silk or tape to keep the turns from slipping
off the former.

turns in the lowest slot as before, still using
No. 32 d.s.c. copper wire. The only difference between this winding and the winding
on the first former is that it is wound on in
an opposite direction.
The remainder of the coil is wound with
No. 36 d.s.c. copper wire. Returning to the
former first wound, wind on in the second
Elot from the bottom I 2 0 turns of the No.

slot are arranged 12o turns of wire as a
complete winding for the reaction ,and in the

Although the coil in question has been
"Talisman

specially developed for the

remaining third, fourth, and fifth slots i6o Portable" it is equally suitable for any

turns to each, this winding being continuous receiver in which a screen -grid valve is used,

Using the Tuning Graph
KOVIlt

NI

?

To facilitate the use of the coil a tuning
graph has been plotted. To make use of

this graph, which will be found a great
assistance in tuning, it is suggested that
readers obtain a large sheet of squared

I

11;

I

paper having ten small squares to the inch.
Mark along the lower (shortest) edge the
condenser scale. degrees and up the left _hand side the wavelength in metres for the
medium wavelengths. Up the right-hand

edge mark the wavelength in metres for
the long waves.
/

go

Arrange the size of the squared paper
so that every inch square along the lower
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tuning in another station lower down the
condenser scale. Make a dot where the
condenser scale reading cuts the line
denoting the wavelength and tune in some
further known stations. Many stations on
the Continent, such as Toulouse (382.2
metres), Turin, Vienna (Radio 'Wien),
Budapest, Gleiwitz, Breslau, Radio Vitus
(pronounced Radio Veetee), announce the

name of the station at regular intervals

1ppm PERSON1.

E50

metres according to the left-hand edge of
the graph. Make a pencil dot at this point

where the two lines cross and then try
1300

KNSERS

70

0

44 degrees and then follow this line up

L ON004/

/

0

WE"

rOOL

/

SO

I/

instance, suppose we tune in Daventry
(5GB) 482 metres wavelength at 144

until it reaches a point where the line

ENE illi
0 Iii: ZllridiEMI

_

Having accomplished this it will be

possible to reproduce on the squared paper
the condenser setting and the wavelength
of any particular station received. For
degrees on the H.F. condenser.. Work along
the lower edge of the paper until you reach

giimiristr
10

edge represents ro degrees of the condenser
scale, whilst up the left-hand side the inch
square represents a difference of 20 metres.
The right-hand side should be arranged to.
illustrate a difference of 40 metres for every
inch square.

WO

110

120

130

CONDENSER SCALE READINGS

Tuning Graph for the" Talisman Portable"

140

150"

160

170

10

so that in this way readers should have no
difficulty in making a graph with quite a
few stations. The condenser settings for
other stations can then be found and the
curve finally completed.
The graph as shown is only applicable

to standard manufactured coils used in
conjunction with the andenser specified
for the "Talisman Portable-"
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AN ELECTION HOOK-UP
YOU will want to hear the election results on the evening of
May 3o. If you have not just the set for, this purpose, or if
you would like to make a simple hook-up for loaning to those
who are either silly enough or unfortunate enough not to have a
wireless set at all, then why not " hook up" " Britain's Favourite
Two," full details of which are given in the centre pages of this
issue ?

This is the simplest possible of two-valvers, and if you are thinking
of making it up for yourself, then the opportunity will be welcomed
to string the components together on a piece of board to, give it a
preliminary trial-and you will be able to hear the election results.

Above is a sketch of the hook-up, using nearly all the parts you
will need for making the " Favourite Two." Just place them on

LS7-

NOTE La+ SHOULD BE
JOINED TO H T+ 2

LT.+

aBnutlLitsliteisnitnohAlef czectunr

Results

N

an odd piece of board, inserting wood screws where necessary to keep
them in position, and wire up with odd pieces of wire. For simplicity,
the wave -change switch and filanient rheostat have been omitted from
this " rough." The terminals, too, are omitted and the connections

to the aerial, earth, loud -speaker, batteries, and so on are made by
continuations of the wires from the components connected thereto.
The aerial and reaction variable condensers should preferably be

mounted on an insulated strip, and any scrap piece of ebonite,

roughly 8 in. by 41 in., will do. When working this rough hook-up,
use a suitable six -pin coil, and for reception on the medium waves

short-circuit terminals Nos. 2 and 3.

completed receiver, which is described on the centre pages of this issue.
EBONITE STRIP 8"X 41)14"X346"

REACTION
CONDENSER

AERIAL TUNING
CONDENSER

POWER VALVE
HOLDER

Further hints on the con-

struction and operation can be obtained from the description of the

000e5 MFD.

.0005 MFD.

GB+
MOVING PLATES

GB:-

HT+1

LE 'TRANSFORMER
H.F.

CHOKE.

SHORT
TERMINALS

BASE BOARD I zl."X

2&3

X 3/e,

HT-

G-PM COIL BASE

LT-

FOR DUAL RANGE
COIL

FOR

MEDIUM

WAVES

NO -CHOKE SUPPLY UNITS capacity smoothers in parallel, one for ABOUT PORTABLE SETS
HE standard smoothing circuit used , each valve. Each smoother is designed to
give the value of current and quality of
of one or more chokes shunted by con- smoothing necessary in each case, i.e., a
densers. Choke coils are, however, fairly small current and high smoothing for the
expensive components, and it is possible first valve, and a large current and less
to use less costly high resistances combined efficient smoothing action for the power
with shunt condensers, the smoothing stage. This gives a less costly arrangement
action of such an arrangement being pro- which is quite as efficient as choke smoothM. A. L.
portional to the product of the resistance ing.

Tin an A.C. mains -supply unit consists

GENERALLY speaking, a portable set
will operate better on long -wave
stations such as Hilversum, 5 XX, and

Radio Paris, than on the shorter waves,
particularly in daylight. This is due to
several reasons. In the first place long -wave

signals are largely earthbound, and therefore suffer less from fading than the shorter
waves.

In the next place a loop or frame aerial
is heavily inductive by comparison with a
straight or open wire, and therefore tunes
more readily to the longer waves. Finally
the intervalve couplings in a portable receiver are almost invariably of the choke
or resistance type. These are naturally less
local population solely understands the efficient when handling short-wave energy,
Italian language, and for this reason because, the shunt capacity across the
serious.
This defect can, however, be, overcome cannot be served by the other Swiss windings affords an easier leakage path for
M. B.
the higher frequency currents.
by arranging a number of resistance - stations.
and capacity in circuit.
Unfortunately, the use of resistance
introduces a corresponding voltage, drop,
which naturally varies with the load, i.e.,
with the current consumed by the valves.
When a power amplifier is used, having a
comparatively large output, the effect on
the H.T. applied to the first stage becomes

A company has ,been formed at Bellinzona (Switzerland) under the title " Unione
Radiofonica Intercantonale," for the purpose of erecting a small broadcasting transmitter in the Swiss canton of Ticina. The
reason given by the promoters is that the

entrant, WireLz
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

ETHEL JOWSEY.-This brilliant young
TOM PURVIS.-One of the best-known

wireless tenors, Mr. Purvis is equally at home
in the classical arias of Bach, such as he sang
recently, or in light operatic and concert -hall
works.

violinist, but yet in her teens, has won herself

JOHN ARMSTRONG, Mr. Armstrong

a name in the Midlands. Winner of the
Achille Rivarde Scholarship, she has nose

has given many classical recitals and taken
Part in many special wireless programmes.

established herself on the concert platform.

He was heard at 2L0 on the 22nd.

JOHN COLLINSON.-An early broad-

caster, Mr. (Jettison possesses a voice of
excellent range and power. He has sung at

DESIREE MacEWAN-One of the earliest of classical pianists at zLO, she is also a
professor at the R.A.M. With many concert hall recitals, she has also been responsible for
several broadcast concerts, and was heard most
recently at 5GB on May 24.

many big London concerts, and is also widely
known throughout the provinces.

II= MN MOM I. 1.11111111

,I....1111,a MI !I...4

OLIVE KAVANN.-Gifted with a rich

contralto voice, Miss Kavann occupies a high
place in musical circles together with her com-

poser husband, Mr. Percy Kahn.

She has

sung from most wireless stations, and has been
heard many times this month.

EDITH LAKE. -A brilliant young 'cellist

NORMAN LONG.-Probably the first of
the real wireless humorists, and known on the

stage as " the man with a smile," Mr. Long
is an excellent entertainer. He appeared at
the Royal Command performance last year
and appears frequently at all stations.

heard at many London classical concerts, she
has gained great favour with listeners. Her
tone is particularly full and round, and a wide
repertoire is another strong point.

Ya\

PERCY FROSTICK.-The famous vio-

linist is a pupil of Wilhelmj, and made his

professional debut as a child prodigy violinist

at a " Prom" concert in 1896, when he was
presented with a Guadigini violin.

)1'
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Transmission Quality

Organisers : Cecil Lewis (H.M.V.), Rex

used at 2L0 have, we are told, practically the same response to the musical
frequencies as the old carbon type. Never-

theless, the quality of the musical transmissions seems to be more even, quite apart

from the improvements in the matter of
backgrOund noise and absence of " blasting." Technical listeners ought to be -taken
into the confidence of the B.B.C. in the later

stages'of the microphone tests: I feel sure
that tests, outside broadcast - hours, of
musical items picked up on microphones
"A," " B,' and "C" would, be of 'interest
to a large number of." subscribers." After

all, we ought to have some say in the

There would be a ready response
to a call for our opinions.

matter

Technical Matters

"Broadcast Telephony" list be needed.

Palmer (H.M.V.).

r1-1HE new condenser microphones being

vii
countries, so long will a weekly revised

ENGINEERING :

Were You " Had " ?

Resear:h Dept.: A. G. D. West (H.M.V.),
The other night, whilst searching over
B. .Honri (Gainsborough), D. F. the broadcast band, I came suddenly on

Scanlan (British International), J. A. to a transmission in a language which
Murray (British International).
seemed to consist mostly of consonants.
O.B. Dept.: C. V. Thornton (British It wasn't French or German, quite' obviInternational), J. Watkins (British ously, and the station could not be. Katto-

Acoustic).
witz, from the wavelength.. Preiently
London Station: R. Howarth (British caught the word " Kovno," and duly made
a note that Kovno 'had apparently deAcoustic).
Development Dept.: A. N. Odell (British scended from .his lofty heights into the
brOadcast band. I moved on, but came
Talking Pictures), J. Roose,
back again in a few minutes to the same
Knowles.
wavelength, and found another. transLines Dept.: A. S. Attkins (British Inter- mission in a different language
taking
national).
.

place. Sure. enough, another station was

Other " casualties " pending.

presently announced. On the third visit to

this wavelength yet anather station and

European Broadcasting

language were heard. Was the
As a matter of fact, the B.B.C. is turning
Da you ever look at the "Broadcast another
Tower
of
Babel calling? Then I tumbled
very "up stage" to its listeners in technical Telephony" page-or, rather, do you
to it.

Berne was conducting a relay of
matters. Radio talks, experimental tests, notice how alterations crop up in it from
foreign
stations; and a jolly good relay
"squeaks," and other technical items which week to week? For some little time, when
Could be broadcast, are now non-existent, calibrating receivers, I have religiously it was.
Fishing With Valves
and we have now settled down to a hum- consulted it, as I fini&that, in view of its
It is being done really, really it is; though
drum of talks, symphony, jazz; and ballads. weekly revision made at theeleventh hour
Sonie of the surprise items have been fresh when going to press, it has afforded me I don't mean that -triodes or tetrodes or
pentodes are being used as bait. A -trawler
and bright, but R. E. Jeffrey, the man considerable assistance.
behind them, has now gone to -Elstree.
The alterations are not made in a hap- was fitted recently with echo -soundings
Please don't think that I am grumbling hazard manner, but are based on personal apparatus, which has proved an enormous:
at the programmes; I am merely be- nightly observations, on actual measure- success. The prinCiple Of the echO-sounder
moaning the absence of those technical ments carried out at regular intervals and is this. At the bottoin of the vessel there
" appetisers."
on information reaching its compiler from is. a device for sending out a sound ,signal
foreign correspondents. It is for this as well as one for listening to it. Very Well,
The Gold Rush
You shoot-out your sound signal,
:The daily newspapers have come to reason that from time to time you will find then:
Which travels at a knowx rate through
notice the .fact that a great many leading in these columns the new stations which
-

may be testing, or " contrariwise" the disappearance of some broadcaster of mushand the gramophone companies.
little while ago it was exceedingly difficult room growth which without warning may
for ex-B.B.C. engineers to get good posi- have retired suddenly into oblivion.
tions with any of the big electrical comVarying Wavelengths
B.B.C. officials have "gone over" to talkies

Some

panies, and it has been suggested that

there has been some kind of " unwritten
agreement" between the B.B.C. and these
companies in order to keep down salaries
and competition for the_ services of particular people. If this is so, then the
B.B.C. is only getting what it deserves;
the ," talkies" will have broken the ring.
Meanwhile, the " gold . rush " to Elstree
continues. One firm, I hear, is going to
take on no less than fifty engineers, "pre-

Lost-from the B.B.C.
The latest list of " casualties "
PROGRAMMES

although advertising itself on a certain
wavelength, is

actually working on a

higher or lower portion of the band.

It is

weekly revision, showing as it does what
the stations are really doing in the 'natter
of wavelength changes.
Theoretical wave plans may be regularly
formulated at Geneva, Brussels, or Prague,
'

Dramatic Dept.: R. E. Jeffrey (British but so long as some transmitters take it in
International), K. V. Wright (British their heads to choose their .own positions,
International), J. Mair (British Inter- irrespective of the fact that they may be
national).

bottom they are reflected back again,

returning to the ship's bottom, where they
are picked up by the receiving apparatus.
There is, in fact, an echo produced under
water. By measuring the time between the

As to the wavelengths, they must, as departure of the sound signal es -id the

you know, vary fiom time to time; but in
those cases where a plus or minus is reported which does not materially affect
tuning to any degree no alteration is made.
What, however, is necessary -is the notification to thi- effect that a transmitter,

in these details that " Broadcast Teleferably B.B.C. trained." Perhaps " B.B.C." phony" renders great service for the
stands for "British Boys' College," after
all !

water. When the sound waves reach thc

seriously inconveniencing friendlies in other

arrival of the echo it is a simple business to

determine the distance that the sou:ed
waves have travelled, and half this, cf
course, gives you the depth of the water,
since they have to make a double journey.
Actually you need not make the calculations, because this instrument does it for
.you. Fish are .queer creatures. They inhabit different depths of water at various
.times. Once you have found where they
are you have only. got to go on trawling
in that depth to make a good catch ! A
skipper who returned: the other day from
a trial voyage was most enthusiastic. He
had found fish at 200 fathoms and kept
his vessel in that depth of water with the
aid of the sounder, with the result that he
had an excellent catch. Can't somebody
find a wireless gadget to help those who
are freshwater fishermen ?

On Your Wavelength!

0
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(continued)

0

Stuttgart 5o0, Munich 600. Compare ,Brownie Wireless Company permitting
The other day I was/discussing with a these with Brussels 200, Paris about the them to manufacture sets at a reduced
fellow wireless man a question to which it same, Hilversum a good deal less; and Lille royalty for 5s. for the first and 2S. 6d, for
seems impossible to find an answer : What a bare 15o miles. Even Vienna, which each additional valve bolder. The Marconi
is the proportion nowadays between val- somehow sounds much further off than the Company have now appealed against this
vites and crystalisers ? He held that the German stations, is only 75o miles away. ruling. The appeal has been concluded and
balance was about fifty-fifty, whilst I main- Bearing these facts in mind it is little final judgment is at present under contained stoutly that it was much more like short of marvellous how well the German sideration.
One point of general interest both to
7o per cent. of valve users against 3o of stations stay the course, providing such
crystalites. Five years ago there were cer- wonderful reception in this country. In inventors and the public was made by the
tainly eighty crystal sets to twenty valve fact, if you make a trip over the broadcast Attorney -General in the course of the
sets. When the B.B.C. held a kind of band, logging only those stations which proceedings. He said that the main object
census some time ago the returns showed come in at full loud -speaker strength I am of the patent system was to encourage
that the two kinds of sets were much more quite certain that you will find that the production and progress, to lead manueven and distributed. I believe to -day that majority of them are Germans. And it is facturers on to produce a better article
the crystal set is becoming rapidly less and not done by means of enormous power, and so serve the interests of the comless used. The little town in which I live for with the exception of Langenberg no munity in general. It was not devised with
is well within crystal range of 2L0 and German station is rated at more than six the object of permitting inventors to make
5XX and 5GB. There used to be a big kilowatts, and the majority are only four. enormous profits at the expense of the'
public. They were entitled to secure
flock of crystal users here, but nowadays
Appreciation
reasonable reward for their ingenuity, but
their numbers are very few indeed. If the
In the States, you, know, they make, a only_ so long as they allowed the public
crystal set is used at all in this locality it
great
feature of the "daily dozen," which to enjoy the advantage of their discoveries
nearly always has one or two note-mags.
is
their
name for the physical jerks exercises upon reasonable terms; and as widely as
attached to it to enable it to operate a
loud -speaker. Conditions are very different sent out at 6.3o a.m., "or some other such possible. This seems perfectly reasonable
from what they were. Time was when you unholy hour. A lady living at Cincinnati, to me in theory, though it will no doubt
couldn't construct a crystal receiver for who was finding to her sorrow that she prove difficult to apply in practice.
much less than a fiver and when the valve was no longer as slim as she had been, set
set ran you into quite big money. To -day her teeth and her alarm clock, resolving Making Your Plans for Television

How Do We Stand?

Have you ever tried to work two distinct
you can make a valve set for 2 or L3 and to get rid of some of the superfluous adipose
maintenance costs very little. In America tissue via the loud -speaker. That last receiving sets off the same aerial and
the crystal set is never seen outside Sentence looks a little ambiguous, but receive two separate programmes from
museums, and I expect that the position doubtless you will see what I mean. At different stations without any interference
will be very much the same in this country the end of a month or so the scales pro- one with the other? I have carried oiTt
claimed that she had lost no less than many experiments in this direction lately,)
a year or two from now.
thirteen pounds. Chortling with joy she and find that it can be done. My reason

German Late Nights

The broadcast programmes starting at
about midnight and continuing until
1.3o a.m. or later, which are now being
run by many of the big German stations
and their relays, are most interesting to

seized a sheet of notepaper and wrote to for tackling this problem arose from the
the striped - jersey fellow who runs the fact that I had seen it mentioned often
show. " It is quite evident," she gushed, that two aerials will be required in order,
" that you earn your living off the fat of the to receive the television broadcasts as well
land 1"
as the speech broadcasts when these dual

Long-range Chimes

transmissions are on the air, but in my

any who are in the habit of consuming the
An interesting experience came my way opinion in many cases this should not, be
midnight amp, for they enable one to see the other night when I as listening to so. Of course, it is quite understood that
just what perfect reception would be W8XK, the 35.4 metre relay of KDKA, two receiving sets will be necessary, while,

obtainable from very distant stations if which is extraordinarily well heard just should you be in the happy position of
the ether were not quite so crowded as it is now. I found W8XK relaying dance music already possessing two wireless sets, attennow. I shall probably be taken rather to from London via 5SW. At midnight, which tion can be turned to a power amplifier:
task for speaking of many of the German is, of course, 7 p.m. in the States, Big Ben's Better still, there is one useful unit you'
stations as very distant. Some of them chimes and booms came through to per- can prepare in advance, namely, a comcome in so loudly that we regard them as fection after their 6,00o odd miles journey bination power amplifier and an H.T.
almost on our doorsteps. Actually the through the ether. The American station battery eliminator which can be used with
ranges at which we hear them are surprising- had dispensed with its 7 p.m. time signal, any type of receiver for the amplification
ly great. Without looking at the map you making use of Big Ben instead, I was able of television signals as well as for the,
will probably think it surprising that Turin to set my watch from Wes'tminster via operation of dynamic loud -speakers.
As far as the eliminator is concerned, it
comes in so astonishingly well all the way Chelmsford and Pittsburg. When you come
from Southern Europe, but you take it to work it out the sound of the chimes will have to be tackled in a new light from'
quite as a matter of course that you hear actually reached me in less than the the standpoint of current drain and ade-',
Koenigsberg, which is only in Germany. thirtieth of a second after it had boomed quate voltage supply, for in this case two
Actually, Turin is a little under 600 miles out, quite near enough anyhow for watch - receivers must be supplied. The wider the
away, whilst Koenigsberg is rather more setting purposes.
variety of needs which can be dealt with in a'
than goo distant from London. Milan,
unit of this nature, the better will you be
Patent Royalties
equipped to start your experiments in this;
again, is only about 600 miles away, though
The High Court has been engaged for the
past fortnight in reviewing the question of
Strong German Stations
Marconi royalties on broadcast receivers.
Nuremberg, one of the strongest trans- Some time ago the Comptroller of Patents
missions that we hear, is 55o miles away, granted a compulsory licence to the
Breslau is 75o.

new science. Make your plans well ahead

of schedule, and thus get off the mark
when the first experimental television
-broadcast is.pitt out by the B.B.C.
THERMION.
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HOW TO GET THE
BEST FROM
YOUR PICK-UP

Electrical reproduction of gramophone records has many advantages over the older method provided the system is properly operated. In the article below, W. James explains the correct procedure
ELECTRICAL pick-ups give approxi-

tion, apart from the reproduction itself, are

may well decide there are only one or two

mately the same wide variation of the noise made by the pick-up whilst play- that seem to provide a well-balanced out-

results as the different types of loud -speaker . ing, its sensitivity, and its general mechanH7:1

/20-

"-

/50K

-41

TRANSF-".

V/

POlAriz

1

DRY+

11

CELL

V2

Nr-

I
MEM

41:4-

put.

Naturally the type of loud -speaker

ical construction. A few types are very
noisy and have movements which are
rather too stiff or top free. A really noisy
pick-up is a nuisance, because it has to be
covered when playing a record or the noise
will interfere with the reproduction. There
are a few types with movements that chatter badly when playing certain records and
give one the impression that they are rather
severe on the records. This may be due to
insufficient damping of the movement or to

VALVE
VOL Ama ,
1/4100E
kRE/Y0

bad adjustment, but whatever the cause;
a pick-up which chatters badly should be

LT+

TYRE

Lt-

looked upon with suspicion.
NT Sensitivity, taken by itself, may not be a
orid.66-/-05a/Z1/2 Approx. 9-/L
matter of great importance, but one
Fig 4 A pick-up test circuit
Fig. 1. Pick-up used with two stages of amplification should be on the look -out for pronounced
Some of them give too little bass and high - resonances when the instrument appears to employed when making comparisons is a
matter of some importance, and one should
note output, whilst others seem to provide be very sensitive.
Push -Pull
H.T+
oH.7:+opfor
60 -COO
400 V/ c.
Yaks

CL. S.
V4

-OAT -

H.7: -

L.r+

01.7.4

VOL.

CO/YTROL

OLT-

L.7: -

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. R.C. and Transformer Amplifier

A suitable push-pull circuit

too much bass, or too much treble, with the
Those who are able to compare different
result that the repioduction tends to sound makes will be surprised at the variations in
too low or too high pitched instead of being the tonal qualities of the reproduction, and
nicely balanced.
All this, however, is not to be wondered

always endeavour to adjust the volume to
the same level in every instance.
There is little to be said regarding
methods of connecting a pick-up. It is considered the best practice to join a volume

at when the construction of the various
types is examined, for whilst there are a

input to the first valve may be regulated.

The usual form of volume control is a

number that are clearly and unmistakably
the outcome of skilled design, there are
others which are little better than phone
ear -pieces with' a needle holder attached.
Fortunately, for the beginner who values
his gramophone records, the well -made
pick-ups easily outnumber the poor ones,
and enthusiasts have a number to choose

potentiometer having a fairly high resistance, such as iroo,000 ohms. The resistance
should not be too high, and there is usually
no harm in employing a component having
a resistance of as little as 20,000 ohms.
Two good amplifying stages may suffice

from.

I suppose a pick-up is chosen partly as
the result of demonstration and partly by
its price. Points that should receive atten-

control to the pick-up in order that the

-

when the power valve is an ordinary one
(Fig. s), and is supplied with high tension
at from 120 to 150 volts.

When, the pick-up is rather insensitive,
Fig. 5.

A transformer test circuit

(Continued on page 758)
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SATURATION

IN

HOkE,S

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
IHAVE just been testing a number of the magnetisation is increased so that the

If we have a coil of wire carrying a

greater the direct current, the less induct- current, a certain magnetic field will be
the peculiarity that their iron circuit is not ance of the choke or transformer or what- produced. This will not be very extensive,
complete, but that a small air -gap is left. ever the instrument is. This gives rise to nor will it be concentrated, but it will be
special L.F. chokes. These chokes `have

the well-known inductance -polarising current curve, as shown by Fig. r.

It is a little difficult at first sight to see
how the removal of some of the iron from
the choke can remedy this state of affairs.
It is one of the principles of choke design
that the more iron which can be obtained,
the better will be the choke, as a general
rule. It would therefore seem that the
omission of some of the iron from the core
would only result in a loss of efficiency.
This, however, is not the case, because the

QC CURRENT
Fig. 1. Typical inductance -current curve

inclusion of a small air gap of suitable
dimensions and in the correct position

Many readers will have come across chokes enables us to work on a different portion
of this nature, although they are not yet of the permeability curve and to obtain
in general use, and they may have won/7/R CAP
dered why such a gap was permitted. The
fact is that the use of a gap such as this
solves one of the greatest problems in the
design of iron -cored chokes, namely, the
continuous falling off in the inductance
which results when any steady current is
passed through the choke.
CO/LAlmost every circuit in which an iron cored choke is used to -day carries both

direct and fluctuating currents.

The

simplest cases are those of a choke in the
anode circuit of a valve or a smoothing
choke in the filtering arrangements of an
eliminator. In each of these cases there is
a steady current of several milliamps, in
addition to the small alternating fluctuations, and we are defeated in our attempts

Fig. 3. The use of an air gap reduces magnetisation of iron due to steady current

14/76WE17C /NTENS/TV
Fig. 2. Showing how the permeability varies
with magnetic strength

distributed through a large portion of the
surrounding space. The magnetic field
would be proportional to the current, the
number of turns, and the shape of the coil.
If we place an iron core inside the coil
we obtain two effects. Firstly, the magnetic

field is nearly all concentrated within the
iron itself, very little being radiated in the
surrounding space; secondly, the magnetic
field produced is

much more intense.

Various materials have different degrees
of magnetic resistance or reluctance, as it

is called, in the same way as different

somewhat surprising results. To under- metals or substances have different constand this it is necessary to consider the ductivities. It is thus possible by using
production of magnetisation in a choke a iron to obtain a magnetic force many hunlittle more closely.
dred times greater than is the case with
equivalent conditions using air or some
to obtain a high inductance by the presence
erdinary metal. The actual magnetic field
of the steady current.
obtained is proportional to the current
and the number of turns as before, but is
Inductance and Permeability
now also proportional to the 'permeability
WEIN/ TE N.T. 2
30.
The inductance obtained depends upon
and inversely to the actual length of the
CHOKE
the permeability of the iron, which is not
iron circuit.
constant, but varies in accordance with the 20
Now, if the steady current through the
state of magnetisation of the iron. The
coil is gradually increased we obtain inpresence of the direct current passing
creasing degrees of magnetisation of the
round the winding produces a certain /0
iron, and, as we have already seen, the
steady magnetisation and our alternating
permeability will change. Although, as
currents cause fluctuations about this
was stated earlier, under the conditions
steady state. Under the conditions which
20
40 60
.90
/00 usually obtaining in practice, an increasing
normally obtain in a choke coil, the per- Fig. 4. The use of a gap gives greater inductance steady current causes a falling off in the
meability of the iron falls off steadily as
(Continued on page 757)
under working conditions
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in order that the grid condenser and leak fairly thick in order that its resistance shall
Ganging Condensers
ONE of the little difficulties that a may be connected as in Fig. r B have been be low.

designer who is attempting to gang available for some time, but when one of

the condensers tuning a number of circuits these special condensers is not used, an
has to'dispose of is that of the aerial circuit. ordinary two -terminal condenser and a grid In this circuit we have a capacity effect leak clip may be employed, alWays rememintroduced by the aerial and earth, with bering that the grid leak connections should
the result that the aerial tuning coil or high be made as short as possible.

Those who wish to try one of these new
valves would have to employ a transforme:
which may be connected as in the Fig. 2 A.

It will be noticed that a potentiometer of
low resistance is joined across the terminals
of the filament winding of the transformer

and by adjustment of the sliding contact
it is possible to find a point where there is
Valves
of
the
indirectly
heated
cathode
no hum. Bias may be introduced as in
Several
methods
are
availother circuits.
able for compensating for this effect, but I type have been available for the past year Fig. 2 B.
notice that the designers of receivers in
Earth Matters

frequency transformer tends to tune to
too high a wavelength as compared with the

Using an A.C. S.G. Valve

America often prefer not to tune the aerial
circuit at all. They merely include a choking coil or even a resistance in the aerial
circuit, and this is connected between the
grid and filament of the first valve.
Only the inter -valve high -frequency
coils are tuned by the ganged condenser,

One might well imagine that most, if not

all, amateurs would be familiar with the
essential points of aerial and earth construction.

Yet I am frequently asked

whether a buried plate provides a better
Et +

A

earth than a water pipe, or whether an

insulated length of wire should be used to
with the result that the construction and
Fig. 1. Grid -leak Connections
connect the earth to the receiver instead
the setting of the tuned circuits to match
of a length of uncovered wire.
or
two,
but
it
is
only
recently
that
shielded
over the wavelength range of the set is
Personally, I prefer to use for the earth
simplified.
There is no reason why, for valves fitted with a rather special filament
a
metal
plate having an area of several
that
may
be
heated
with
alternating
current
normal reception, the efficiency of such an
square feet, although when connection can
have been manufactured.
arrangement should not be satisfactory.
A particular shielded valve that I have be made with a water pipe relatively near

Grid Leak Position

been trying takes .8 ampere at .8 volt. The the place where it enters the ground it may

The two well-known methods of con- filament is, therefore, comparatively short hardly be worth while to take the trouble
necting a grid condenser and leak, illus- and thick as compared with the filaments of burying the plate.
trated in Fig. r, no doubt have their
I also prefer to employ a covered
respective advantages, but I believe
connecting earth wire, as I have found
COZ.90+
the arrangement of Fig. i B will
a bare wire is not always satisfactory.
gradually replace that of Fig. I A as the
grid leak may be connected with very

short wires between the grid and filament terminals of the valve -holder.
In a mains operated set it is important that the grid leak connections
be kept short or a hum which would
spoil the reception may result, and it
is easiest to effect this by the Fig. B
method.
When a tuned -anode circuit such as
is so often used to couple a shielded
valve is connected to a detector
arranged for leaky grid rectification,
the grid leak must be joined between
the grid and filament. Similarly, when
the aerial circuit is connected directly to
the detector, for in this instance the
negative side of the low-tension is usually
earthed, whilst one end of the grid leak is
_., generally taken to the positive side of the

It would appear that noises may some-

times be set up when a relatively
lengthy bare connecting wire is used,

due, I expect, to the number of ineffective earths formed by the wire
touching at various points a wall or
other earthed object against which it

might rest or be stapled. Whatever
the explanation may be, however, I
have a preference for the covered wire.
B

Fig. 2.

How to use an. A.C. Screen -grid Valve

of ordinary valves. From the figures given
it is easy to see that the resistance of the
special filament is r ohm only, whereas that
of a two -volt .1 -ampere valve is 20 ohms.
This should be remembered when wiring
the filament circuit, and more especially
when several valves are to be heated from

circuit.
Fixed condensers having three terminals the same source,

The wire should be

Those Howling Valves!
When a howling noise gradually
builds up during reception, or sometimes a few seconds after the set has
been switched on, one is inclined as a rule
immediately to suspect the valves. Sometimes a cure is effected by changing the
detector valve or by moving the valves
around in the set, but I have had one or
two instances where the trouble has been
due to a faulty contact either between one
of the valve pins or a socket in the holder.
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LtsTTERS TO THE EDITOR

one occasion 1 was unlucky enough to
split a diaphragm by using just a shade
too much tension.
These speakers are, in my opinion, by far
and away the best for the average amateur,

and really give something approaching
realistic reproduction.

J. H. P. P. (Nottingham),

A.C. Frequencies
SIR,-I was much interested in a disSunday Programmes
nected to the spare terminal the H.F. is
cussion entitled " A Standard Set"
SIR, Regarding the Sunday programmes not in circuit and it is only the work of a which was included in the January 19,
Correspondence should be brief and to the
point and written on one side of the paper.

The Editor (Les not necessarily agree with

the views expressed by correspondents.

I am glad of the opportunity of answer- minute to plug over to the S.G.
H. A. D. (Manchester).
ing my critics.
M. N. F. (Chesterfield) cannot understand

The "Chapman -Reinartz Two"
anyone with five valves begrudging x
SIR, --So far I have seen only one apprehours to religious service. I have not yet
begrudged it, provided it is given at a
ciation in your pages of the above,
reasonable time, and an alternative pro- described in your issue of October 2o, 1928.
gramme is offered at the same time. On
It is a pity that such an excellent set
other days programmes start in the morning

dardisation of supply in America and it was

stated that Ito volts 5o cycles A.C. is
universally used. The writer of this article
was evidently not up to date in regard to;
American practice, as 5o cycles supply is)

seems to have sunk so soon into oblivion, or most uncommon in this country, practically all of the alternating -current distri-

and end at about I t p.m. or later. Has at least failed to arouse more enthusiasm,
M. N. F. realised the long empty gaps for its performance is remarkable.
which occur on Sundays, with the Continent
With the addition of an extra valve,
using R.C. coupling in the first stage, a
as the only alternative?
Fortunately on this occasion I have to potentiometer across the L.T., and a .000t
answer reasonable comment. M. N. F. fixed series aerial condenser, I have
refers to "hundreds" of people who for evolved a circuit that gives all the volume,
one reason or another cannot attend church. purity and selectivity one could desire.
I have every sympathy with their point Radio Paris, HilVersum, Newcastle, Aberof view and believe they should be catered

1929, issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS under

the heading " On Your Wavelength.:' I
note that reference is made to the stan-

deen,

K6nigsberg, Koenigswusterhausen,

bution being at 6o cycles. The i to volts is

a little more correct, but has now been
superseded by 115 volts. In this connection I am enclosing a copy of the publication of the Lamp Committee of the
N.E.L.A., entitled "Central Station

Voltages." You will note that 58.8 per
cent of the supply is now 115 voI6, while
only 14.8 per cent. is I Io volts.

for in strict proportion to their number. and many other stations not yet identified, -A. B. MORGAN (Assistant Engineer),
National Electric Light Association,
M. N. F. talks of them as hundreds;
New York.
presumably he is using a figure of
speech, but by using so inferior a
figure of speech he is reasonable
TETRODE VARIETIES
enough to admit that the public he
the case of the two -electrode and,

defends are a small minority and I feel
sure he will be reasonable enough to

INthree -electrode valve, the terms diode

see that they only have a right to a

and triode were in themselves a sufficient classification. With four elecvery short service about once a month.
trodes, however, the term tetrode
Unfortunately in the last paragraph
with the decorative wooden panels to which becomes ambiguous. For instance,1
he leaves the subject and comments on The receiver
reference is made in the accompanying letter
the indirectly - heated valve has
my morals. As he doesn't know me
and probably doesn't want to, may I in- come in at full loud -speaker strength. four electrodes, including the heating
I --am enclosing a photograph of the set, element for the cathode. This type of,
form him for his own peace of mind that
I am in no danger of immediate damna-. which shows how a wooden panel can be tetrode is quite distinct from the two -grid
variety, which in turn has two separate
tion, and my morals are under excellent made to look artistic.
W. (Hammersmith).
local influence; also that I was a regular
forms. In the first, the extra grid carries

churchgoer for about fifteen years and
number two ministers of religion amongst
my acquaintances.
G. C. S. (Birkenhead).

H.F. Switching
SIR,-Re "Thermion's" remarks on H.F.
switching. Being only one mile from
zZY I have had to cut out my H.F., which
is a screen -grid valve, when receiving the
local station and after much experimenting
have found the following method best.
The S.G. is coupled through a choke in
the parallel -feed method. The circuit is

broken between the coupling condenser
and the tap on the tuning coil. A lead is
taken from the condenser to one side of a
single -coil holder which has two sockets,
the other socket is connected to a terminal
pn the strip at the back of the set. A flex
lead.is taken from the coil tapping to either
of the sockets so
that if the aerial is con_

a small positive bias and serves to overcome the "space charge", effect; whilst in
the second it is heavily biased and is used
linen -diaphragm speaker, I have built to screen the plate from the control grid,
up five, using various sizes, shapes and so as to eliminate interelectrode capacity

Linen -Diaphragm Speakers
SIR,-Since the first appearance of the

materials.
The circular shape makes the tensioning

coupling.

A two -grid tetrode has no less than nine
of the diaphragms a good deal easier and
characteristic
curves. This follows from
uniform, as I found with the square shapes
fact that each of the three "cold"
that after being in use a short time the the
electrodes collects a part of the electron
corners were liable to sag.
In the construction of my latest speaker stream from the filament, and the precise
I utilised 7 -ply birch, which I had cut into proportion going to each depends upon the
two rings 1/4 in. wide, 20 in. and 15 in. relative voltages applied to all three. By
fixing a steady voltage on any two elecdiameter respectively.
I found,. also, that when perforating the trodes and varying the voltage applied to
diaphragm in the centre, that it was a the third, one definite characteristic curve
very good plan to cut two washers of linen is obtained.
The remaining eight curves are derived
(and fix with seccotine) over the holes,
the threads of the washers being placed by ringing the changes between the fixed
diagonally to the threads of the diaphragms. and variable electrodes.
B. A. R.
The reason for using the washers is that on
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
I never thought that The Prisoner of between afternoon and evening. Here is
THE passing of Rex Palmer from the
B.B.C. brings to my mind two obser- Zenda would make a suitable radio play- a recent Sunday programme :-

vations :-

but it did. Mr. Holt Marvell did good work

The extreme reluctance on the part of when he adapted Anthony Hope's famous
habitual wireless listeners to part with a work to the needs of the microphone. In
voice they know and have grown to like; wireless plays of this description one misses,
and the ever -occurring question of wireless of course, the costume and scenic effects.
But the absence of introduction or condiction.
necting narrative helped matters, because
'Didn't Shakespeare say something about it heightened the "stagey" effect.
After studying the map of the castle, I
conscience making cowards of u; all? The
switched
off the light and settled down to
same might be said about habit. As a
friend of mine once put it, " When I switch the play. It was so well acted by the
on my set on a wet evening I like to hear nameless performers that I was able to
a familiar voice-makes everything seem picture everything. Congratulations, every-

5.15

Missionary talk.

5.3o Sermon.
5.45 Church cantata.

6.55 to 8 The usual depressing silence.
Religious service.
8.o
8.45 Charity appeal.

" This programme is typical. In addition, the Epilogue (of which I am heartily

in favour) can be added to the list of

religious matter. This is an unfortunate
attribute of the powers that be. They will
insist upon giving us things in chunks."
My correspondent suggests that a string
quartet or soprano solo should be sandwiched in between the religious items.

more homely !"

body concerned

Most of the announcers are pleasant to
listen to because they have that " naice"
way of speaking without over -doing the
polish. And then they say " orphan" for
" often" and " dar " for " day "-and we

My remarks about doing homework to
music have resulted in letters from correspondents who each declare that they know
the right and wrong of the matter. I
notice that most of the scholars who write
are not in favour of the wireless accom-

leaders have of playing drawn-out solos on

paniment I

way, are not so good as they used to be.

don't know where we are again !

Our Mabel's new sketch about Auntie
recording her vote is one of the funniest
little playlets I have heard for a long time.

Wish Wynne failed to give the impres

What an annoying habit some band
the squeakiest top notes. This happens
with an alarming frequency during the
lunch-hour broadcasts-which, by the

I have received a post card on which is
Hyman and Franklin make a notable
addition to the list of successful Jewish written the following cryptic message :"Topical talk by a steelworker about his
humorists who have broadcast. Their
Cohen, Commercial Traveller sketch was job full of interest. Could do with more !

sion of a "little girl" in her "Hello, quite funny.

W. S."

Twins 1" Her acts were well written, but
they were lacking in execution.

WLS, Chicago, in reviewing its five
"Although I am totally against those
who want jazz and low comedy on Sun- years on the air, estimates in that time it
A correspondent has pointed out that day," writes G. Carter, of Finsbury Park, has received 5,000,000 letters from listeners.
Harry Hemsley-the child impersonator- "I must protest against the mass of Last year 4,000 persons appeared before
is not a ventriloquist, and for this reason religious matter to ,which we are treated the microphone.
does not carry things off on. the stage. But
across the wireless he scores.

But aren't you getting a little tired of

these child mimics?

"2L0 and its listeners should really be

proud of Jack Payne and his band,"

writes "Harold." "I've been ,listening
most carefully to them, and I must say
that their arrangements are fine. By the,
way, I should like to know who is responsible for these arrangements. But, apart

from this, the execution of the band is
excellent."
In the next breath my young syncopated

friend writes :" Sorry-but I don't like Geoffrey Gib son's saxophone solos. As a solo instrument
the saxophone must be exceptionally well
played in order to be effective."

The new London Regional Station in its lonely open situation is a
contrast to the present station, which is amongst the London traffic
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.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Cyldon,
J.B., Polar, Lissen, Formo, Ormond,
Burndept, Igranic).
.000.25-mfd. reaction condenser (Formo,
J.B., Igranic, Lisscn, Cyldon).
7 -ohm rheostat (Gccophone, Lissen,
Igranie).
Panel brackets (Bulgin, Camco).
Push-pull switch (Lissen, Benjamin, Trix}.

Two valve holders (Lotus, Benjamin,

THE BEST TWO-VALVER

THE FAMOUS SET VOTED
judgment a list of circuits from two-valvers
to five-valvers was given and it was required
that these should be put in order of popularity. As the list included ambitious kinds

of sets such as four-valvers, with two
neutralised H. F. -valves and
five-valvers with gang control,
it follows that the winners in

popularity had a hard fight 1
Why it is a Favourite
To cut a long story short, a
simple three-valver was judged
to be the most popular circuit,

and the next on the list was
judged a certain simple twovalver. It follows, therefore,
MAYBE you are wondering what is
all this talk of "favourite,"
"voting," and so on, and perhaps
you are wondering why a new version of a
two-valver should be necessary.
Well, the whole story is that to celebrate
the Christmas of 1927, AMATEUR WIRELESS

decided to run a simple competition and in

order to make this of utility, as well as
pleasure to readers, the competition was
arranged to be one for deciding the most
popular circuit. To guide readers in their

an advantage in

there is a strong
line of demarcation between the

gained by so do-

two. The extra

range and

volume, given by
a three-valver,

between a two- V
valver and a
5

not so remarkable.
The

reason

295 respectively, were described the con-

for ,this is that
the extra valve

crete results of the competition. Then,
were 5' Britain's Favourite TO.ree" and

added is generally a power

" Britain's Favourite Two."
This was in the early part of 1928. Since
then (the issues, concerned being early
out of print, of course, owing to the great

valve, and apart from the
.25 -amps.

en-

demand) the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical

tailed in

fila-

Staff has received so much correspondence

ment consumption a very

particulars of an up-to-date version
of the " Favourite Two" will meet
with an equally wide appeal.

A Useful Set
There is a very definite demand
for two - valvers, because although
probably if a census were taken it
would be found that three-valvers
are slightly more popular than

The New Model
If, as all gocd readers Of AMATEUR
WIRELESS do,

you keep a file
week by week
then turn back
to No. 295 and
compare t h e

NA.-64,6wz-1

three - valver,

not only by their own experience but from

cations could be made, thanks to
developments which take place
in about eighteen -months. The
19 2 9 edition, of "Britain's
Favourite Three" was published
recently in No. 356 and it is anticipated that these constructional

less frequent,
and nobody is going to say that that is not
an advantage 1

running costs

entrants in this competition would judge

At the same time the opportunity was taken
,to see if any additions or modifi-

station
UP-TO-DATE MODEL charging
will be made

In addition there is a big difference in

initial costs is

AMATEUR WIRELESS, namely Nos. 294 and

trips to the

receive the foreigners on the loud -speaker.

most amateurs, for AMATEUR WIRELESS

In later issues of

ing. Those little

ably close to broadcasting stations and
who do not want always to be able to

although t 11-e
difference in

that of their friends.

economy to be

are not demanded by those who live reason-

that at the time the competition
was held these two sets were popular with

regarding these two sets that it was considered advisable to publish new details.

Few components
are required

two-valvers,

IP

6

oi25u

IS

details of the

-00.05

orig in a 1
"Favourite
Two" with
those of the
up-to-date

IF

e"

220009

model

SW.

Ant r0

additional .15The Circuit

ing and reaction as now-

adays it is considered
that

much larger
H.T.

given

herewith. The
salient feature
is that plug-in
coils are used
for aerial tun-

with a set of

battery

must be used

this type, p'_ug-

in coils do not
give greatest

to give a steady

flow of anode

convenience.

current, a n d

switch on panel as shown in the photograph.

There is a further advantage in this in
that the owner of a simple set such as this
can convert it into quite an efficient short -

waver, by removing the broadcast coil
and plugging in a special six -pin coil for
below the 100 -metres waveband. If the
wiring of the set is carried out neatly and
"as copy" (as the printers say) there is no

reason why it should not function very
efficiently on the short waves and this, of
course, adds to its charm and utility.
The fitting of a six -pin coil has entailed
one or two other small modifications. First,
the moving coil magnetic reaction in the

original set has had its place taken by

the condenser control of reaction much
finer manipulation is possible than with a
moving -coil j holder which, after lengthy
wear, tends to sloppiness of action.
To ensure efficient reaction control over
the whole wavelength range an H.F. choke
is placed in series with the primary of the
I,.F. transformer. This keeps the H.F.
currents out of the L.F. side of the set and

ensures that the reaction portion of the
circuit is not short-circuited.

use super

wavebands
with t h e
aid of a

H.T. batteries, al-

simple

though
there is

The wiring is direct and of a simple character

push - pull

Ever Ready H.T. battery, 12o volts.

guide to show the exact positions. There is
plentyof space on both baseboard and panel;
but for the sake of neatness endeavour to
adhere as closely as possible to the layout
given. The panel drilling is quite simple and,

again, the blueprint should be used as a
template.

The panel carries simply the aerial

venient and also because owners of existing

"Favourite Twos" will want to fit a dual -

range coil and capacity reaction
without scrapping. any more
than is necessary of the original

struction for the benefit of those

medium

One red, one black wander plugs (Clix).
C.A.V. accumulator-type 2AN7, non -

It will be evident that these modifications

a six -pin dual range coil which
covers both the

long and

One yard of flex (Lewcoflex).

have been carried out with the minimum
of alteration to the original layout. This is
because the original layout is very con-

for themselves how the modification is effected but -it is
necessary to give details of con-

essential to

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Igranic).
Connecting wire (Glazite "bare").

Construction
The first constructional operation is to
mount the parts on the baseboard, and
when doing this use the blueprint as a

date version of
the " Favourite
Two" you have

for it is not

Eight terminals marked, Aerial, Earth,
L.T.+, L.T.-, H.T.+ r, H.T. +2, L.S. -F,

denser in series with a fixed reaction winding. This is very convenient because with

much strain
upon tiny cells.

economical,

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Lewcos,
Peto-Scott, Dubilier, Wearite).
Low -frequency transformer (B.T.H., Lissen, Philips, R.I., Ferranti, Igranic).
Baseboard, 14 in. by 9 in. (Pickett,
Cameo). Grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin).

spillable, -

In the up-to-

much more

T.C.C.).

"capacity reaction" in the semi-Reinartz
fashion, effected by a .0003 variable con-

not to put too
With a " two "
matters a r e

W.B., Formo, Lissen).
Six -pin base (Tunewell, Lissen, Lewcos).
.0003-mfd fixed condenser with series clip
(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Mullard).
2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Siemens,

parts. Present owners will see

who are making up the " Favourite"
as an entirely new set.

Components
The following parts will be

e-

quired by those who are making up
a new " Favourite."
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 14 in.
by 7 in. and strip 4 in. by 2 in. (Raymond, Becol, Ebonart, Paxolin).

Here the
" Favourite Two " is fitted
with a coil for short waves
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.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Cyldon,
J.B., Polar, Lissen, Formo, Ormond,
Burndept, Igranic).
.000.25-mfd. reaction condenser (Formo,
J.B., Igranic, Lisscn, Cyldon).
7 -ohm rheostat (Gccophone, Lissen,
Igranie).
Panel brackets (Bulgin, Camco).
Push-pull switch (Lissen, Benjamin, Trix}.

Two valve holders (Lotus, Benjamin,

THE BEST TWO-VALVER

THE FAMOUS SET VOTED
judgment a list of circuits from two-valvers
to five-valvers was given and it was required
that these should be put in order of popularity. As the list included ambitious kinds

of sets such as four-valvers, with two
neutralised H. F. -valves and
five-valvers with gang control,
it follows that the winners in

popularity had a hard fight 1
Why it is a Favourite
To cut a long story short, a
simple three-valver was judged
to be the most popular circuit,

and the next on the list was
judged a certain simple twovalver. It follows, therefore,
MAYBE you are wondering what is
all this talk of "favourite,"
"voting," and so on, and perhaps
you are wondering why a new version of a
two-valver should be necessary.
Well, the whole story is that to celebrate
the Christmas of 1927, AMATEUR WIRELESS

decided to run a simple competition and in

order to make this of utility, as well as
pleasure to readers, the competition was
arranged to be one for deciding the most
popular circuit. To guide readers in their

an advantage in

there is a strong
line of demarcation between the

gained by so do-

two. The extra

range and

volume, given by
a three-valver,

between a two- V
valver and a
5

not so remarkable.
The

reason

295 respectively, were described the con-

for ,this is that
the extra valve

crete results of the competition. Then,
were 5' Britain's Favourite TO.ree" and

added is generally a power

" Britain's Favourite Two."
This was in the early part of 1928. Since
then (the issues, concerned being early
out of print, of course, owing to the great

valve, and apart from the
.25 -amps.

en-

demand) the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical

tailed in

fila-

Staff has received so much correspondence

ment consumption a very

particulars of an up-to-date version
of the " Favourite Two" will meet
with an equally wide appeal.

A Useful Set
There is a very definite demand
for two - valvers, because although
probably if a census were taken it
would be found that three-valvers
are slightly more popular than

The New Model
If, as all gocd readers Of AMATEUR
WIRELESS do,

you keep a file
week by week
then turn back
to No. 295 and
compare t h e
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three - valver,

not only by their own experience but from

cations could be made, thanks to
developments which take place
in about eighteen -months. The
19 2 9 edition, of "Britain's
Favourite Three" was published
recently in No. 356 and it is anticipated that these constructional

less frequent,
and nobody is going to say that that is not
an advantage 1

running costs

entrants in this competition would judge

At the same time the opportunity was taken
,to see if any additions or modifi-

station
UP-TO-DATE MODEL charging
will be made

In addition there is a big difference in

initial costs is

AMATEUR WIRELESS, namely Nos. 294 and

trips to the

receive the foreigners on the loud -speaker.

most amateurs, for AMATEUR WIRELESS

In later issues of

ing. Those little

ably close to broadcasting stations and
who do not want always to be able to

although t 11-e
difference in

that of their friends.

economy to be

are not demanded by those who live reason-

that at the time the competition
was held these two sets were popular with

regarding these two sets that it was considered advisable to publish new details.

Few components
are required

two-valvers,

IP
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details of the
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Two" with
those of the
up-to-date
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ing and reaction as now-

adays it is considered
that

much larger
H.T.

given

herewith. The
salient feature
is that plug-in
coils are used
for aerial tun-

with a set of

battery

must be used

this type, p'_ug-

in coils do not
give greatest

to give a steady

flow of anode

convenience.

current, a n d

switch on panel as shown in the photograph.

There is a further advantage in this in
that the owner of a simple set such as this
can convert it into quite an efficient short -

waver, by removing the broadcast coil
and plugging in a special six -pin coil for
below the 100 -metres waveband. If the
wiring of the set is carried out neatly and
"as copy" (as the printers say) there is no

reason why it should not function very
efficiently on the short waves and this, of
course, adds to its charm and utility.
The fitting of a six -pin coil has entailed
one or two other small modifications. First,
the moving coil magnetic reaction in the

original set has had its place taken by

the condenser control of reaction much
finer manipulation is possible than with a
moving -coil j holder which, after lengthy
wear, tends to sloppiness of action.
To ensure efficient reaction control over
the whole wavelength range an H.F. choke
is placed in series with the primary of the
I,.F. transformer. This keeps the H.F.
currents out of the L.F. side of the set and

ensures that the reaction portion of the
circuit is not short-circuited.

use super

wavebands
with t h e
aid of a

H.T. batteries, al-

simple

though
there is

The wiring is direct and of a simple character

push - pull

Ever Ready H.T. battery, 12o volts.

guide to show the exact positions. There is
plentyof space on both baseboard and panel;
but for the sake of neatness endeavour to
adhere as closely as possible to the layout
given. The panel drilling is quite simple and,

again, the blueprint should be used as a
template.

The panel carries simply the aerial

venient and also because owners of existing

"Favourite Twos" will want to fit a dual -

range coil and capacity reaction
without scrapping. any more
than is necessary of the original

struction for the benefit of those

medium

One red, one black wander plugs (Clix).
C.A.V. accumulator-type 2AN7, non -

It will be evident that these modifications

a six -pin dual range coil which
covers both the

long and

One yard of flex (Lewcoflex).

have been carried out with the minimum
of alteration to the original layout. This is
because the original layout is very con-

for themselves how the modification is effected but -it is
necessary to give details of con-

essential to

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Igranic).
Connecting wire (Glazite "bare").

Construction
The first constructional operation is to
mount the parts on the baseboard, and
when doing this use the blueprint as a

date version of
the " Favourite
Two" you have

for it is not

Eight terminals marked, Aerial, Earth,
L.T.+, L.T.-, H.T.+ r, H.T. +2, L.S. -F,

denser in series with a fixed reaction winding. This is very convenient because with

much strain
upon tiny cells.

economical,

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Lewcos,
Peto-Scott, Dubilier, Wearite).
Low -frequency transformer (B.T.H., Lissen, Philips, R.I., Ferranti, Igranic).
Baseboard, 14 in. by 9 in. (Pickett,
Cameo). Grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin).

spillable, -

In the up-to-

much more

T.C.C.).

"capacity reaction" in the semi-Reinartz
fashion, effected by a .0003 variable con-

not to put too
With a " two "
matters a r e

W.B., Formo, Lissen).
Six -pin base (Tunewell, Lissen, Lewcos).
.0003-mfd fixed condenser with series clip
(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Mullard).
2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Siemens,

parts. Present owners will see

who are making up the " Favourite"
as an entirely new set.

Components
The following parts will be

e-

quired by those who are making up
a new " Favourite."
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 14 in.
by 7 in. and strip 4 in. by 2 in. (Raymond, Becol, Ebonart, Paxolin).

Here the
" Favourite Two " is fitted
with a coil for short waves
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" BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE TWO " UP-TO-DATE (Continued from preceding pew)
side of the H.F. choke; (6) the other side care should be taken to ensure that there is
of the reaction winding to the fixed vane's no possibility of one lead touching another.
.A11 the wire should be quite straight and
for the spindle); the reaction condenser, of the reaction condenser.
The transformer connections are made as joints should be made neatly and sharply
wave -change switch and rheostat (all three
tuning condenser (which necessitates three
fixing holes, and, of course, a fourth hole

follows :

I.P. to the

with the aid of a pair of pliers.

free terminal on the

H.F. choke, 0.P to First Testi
the H.T.+ I. O.S. to
When these simple constructional jobs
the grid terminal of have been finished the set can be given its
the L.F. valve holder preliminary test. A C. A.V. type 2AN7
and I.S. as mentioned non -spillable accumulator, 3o ampere -hour
before is connected capacity, will be found very suitable
by means of a flex for supplying the filament current. Next
lead to the grid -bias week will be given details of the right
battery. The remain- valves to use, operating notes and so on.
ing connections

In the meantime, present and potential

can

very easily be carried owners of the " Favourite" should make'
out and the blueprint a point of seeing it, if they can con-

will show just how veniently do so, at the Somerset Street
these should be windows of Messrs. Selfridge & Co.,
arranged. If bare wire where, every week, AMATEUR WIRELESS
is employed particular sets are displayed.

Testing out the " Favourite Two "

of which are one -hole mounting compon nits), four terminals for aerial, earth, loud
speaker positive and negative, and, finally,

the holes for bolts clamping the panel
brackets. It is advisable not to mount the
aerial tuning condenser until some of the
wiring has been carried out, because this
component comes immediately above the
wave -change switch.

At the back of the baseboard and near
the L.F. transformer is a small terminal
strip carrying terminals for high-tension
positive, tappings for the detector and low frequency valves, and low-tension positive

and negative.

So far as other battery

BLUEPRINT
I-

PANEL 14A7

A.14(186

L.s+

I

.0005 mfa',
S

O

0

RHEOSTAT

REACTION COND
00025 07/d

8 LS. -

Use fernplepilj,,_
for doffiny

24'

EARTH
To moving'

plates'

WAVE CHANCE

SWITCH

matters are concerned the grid -bias battery

is contained in clips at the corner of the

AERIAL 11'0

AERIAL TUNING CONDENSER

level of baseboard

baseboard opposite to the terminal strip.
BASEBOARD

Wiring

Icx 9"x tr"

Wiring is carried out with rigid bare wire,

for this is the easiest when soldered joints
have to be made. Soldering is, however,
by no means necessary, and insulated wire,
such as Glazite," can always be used as an

L.F VALVE

alternative by those who do not mind
taking a little extra trouble in order to
achieve a neat appearance. The connections

to the grid -bias battery, one from the I.S.
terminal on the transformer and the other
from the shank of the L.T.- terminal are
made with thin rubber -covered flex, such
as Lewcoflex. A red wander plug is attached

to the lead from the L.T. - terminal and a
black wander plug to the end of the wire
connected to the transformer.
The connections from the six -pin coil

WAVE

11nalro

To 9ritr

CO/L

L.F. TRANSFORM'
DETECTOR
VALVE

H.ECHOHE
To G.B.-

GRID BTY)
i--

base are really very simple, for the terminals

thereon are numbered and are connected
to other components as follows : (i) to one
terminal on the grid condenser; (2) to the
frame terminal on the aerial tuning condenser; (3) to one side of the wave -change
switch, (4) to the aerial terminal; (5)
which is one side of the reaction coil, to one

\`'

DUAL

o

ilthr

`Tr )68+

Ebonite 4:r2"

The Wiring Diagram.

Blueprint available, price 1/-
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"ALL POSITION"

This type of cell has been
" Amateur
by
Wireless" and "Wireless

NON- SPILLA I.1 LE

chosen

Magazine" for use in
ninny of their portable
receivers, and is recom-

ACCUMULATORS

mended for the
"BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE TWO," described in
this issue.

The C.A.V. " ALL POSITION " Jelly Acid Battery is making a strong appeal to users of Portable Receivers. They are not merely adaptations

TYPE 2AN7
2 -volts

3o AMPS (zo hr. rate)

of a standard cell, but specially constructed
with exclusive devices which in conjunction
with the specially prepared C.A.V. jelly acid,
enable them to claim preference over other
non -spillable types.

CUT OUT AND POST
Please forward descriptive literature
of your Non -Spillable Batteries,

000.4
method
and name of nearest Agent who

JELLY ACID keeps the plates completely immersed

can supply.

in electrolyte with the battery in any position, and
full capacity is therefore obtained in all positions
even when completely inverted.

Wrox.00-7--win
anri
ACTON. LONDON, W 3.

NAME

ADDRESS

OBTAINABLE FROM C.A.V. SERVICE DEPOTS-BATTERY SERVICE AGENTS-WIRELESS DEALERS EVERYWHERE

:

SMALL COMPONENTS OF BIG IMPORTANCE
.

0

.Atk,

'.-.--),,

IGRANIC- PAC ENT JACK

.
A

o

A high-class jack giving long and efficient service. As no metal parts are in
front of the panel, the special insulated
fixing bush obviates all possibility of
shocks from H.T. voltages. To facilitate
soldering, the lugs are fan -tailed, and
the bush is adjustable, thus fitting
any panel from L in. to 1 in. in .3 i
thickness.
From id I"'

LING UNIT

Simply by rotating
a two -position switch
incorporated in the

unit, you can em-

ploy alte rnative

anode resistances of
two different values.

Low value, to preserve a high standard of reproduc-

0
0
*

2

11,

4*-,

For switching filament current on and
off no other can equal the quick make
and break of this switch. The switch
knob is heavily nickel -plated and all
working parts are enclosed in bakelite,
sound electrical contact and rapid control being provided by the definite

action of switch mechanism.

e

:
40

*

0

*
*

0

ing weak signals.

4*

FIXED GRID LEAK
Easily interchangeable and minutely

accurate, this grid leak will remain per*
manently constant in performance. The
of assembly is a complete
departure from that previouslyeme- *

ployed, and this, together with the
special compound of which the resist-

ante element is composed, ensures
absolute silence and reliability

*

2/3

in operation.

2/6

IGRANIC SHORT WAVE
H.F. CHOKE

The difficulties of shortwave reception demand
that only components of
the most careful design
and manufacture shall
be used. This choke, for
use over the to -85 metres

range, has been skilfully

Works BEDFORD

planned

resonant

limit, so that perfectly

Pacent Radio Essentials.
If your dealer cannot supply you, please

write direct to Dept. AI20.

with

wavelength above this

Sole manufacturing licensees of the

t. on when receiving powerful signals
or higher value when receiv-

17/6

,z,IGRANIC

IGRANIC Q.M.B. SWITCH

4.

IGRANIC DUAL RESISTANCECAPACITY COUP-

4*

*

4,

smooth reaction control is obtained
when used in the plate circuit

*

of a detector.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Radio.- Wallonie. (Liege), whose transmissions have been interrupted, has now
resumed its broadcasts on Sundays, Tues-

days, and Thursdays between 9.io and

R(TDIOGR(IMS

z 1.40 p.m. B.S.T. The wavelength adopted
is that of 28o metres'.
'Chief Os-Ke-Non-Ton (" Running Deer"),
a Red Indian baritone who has not appeared
before a B.B.C. microphone for nearly two
years, will give a -recital of American -

Indian melodies at the 2L0 studio on

FRANK TITTERTON, the tenor who

Mercia Stotebury, the well-known vio- June 7.
on many occasions has been heard from linist who recently returned front a tour in
It is reported from Toulouse (France)
the London, Birmingham, Cardiff, and Jamaica, was the first English artiste
Manchester stations, will take the title engaged to broadcast from Continental that the Municipal Council of that city
part in Massenet's opera Le Jongleur de stations ; her name is down in the pro- recently voted an annual subsidy of i, 000
francs to the local P.T.T. broadcasting
Notre Dame, to be broadcast from 5GB on gramme to be given by 5GB on June 4.
station. As at to -day's rate 'Of exchange
May 27 and from 2LO, 5XX, and other
Lovers of brass band music should not this sum equals 0 6s. 8d., it is not exstations two days later.
fail to listen to the concert given at Swan- pected that the station in question will
Miss Peggy Cochrane, who will appear sea on June 2 by the Ystalyfera Town see its way to extend or improve its
before the "mike" at 5GB on May 28, holds
a record, for at the age of three she played

Prize

Silver Band, which has been in programmes !

existence for some fifty years and since
tunes on the piano and at six she was 1900 has gained hundreds of awards,

From January I to April 13 the number

studying both that instrument and the including seven first prizes in one season. of registered listeners in Austria was inviolin. When fourteen years old she The performance will be relayed to the creased by 21,335, bringing it to a grand
total to date of 346,51.5. On the other
obtained her certificates from the Royal Cardiff station.
hand, it is estimated that the country
Academy of Music for violin, piano, 'and
The Betrayal, by Padriac Colum, an possesses over 62,000 radio pirates.
sight singing.
Irish play of the eighteenth century, and

The new private broadcasting transcast by Walter Lanham, the "Human based on the Waterloo chapters of Thac- mitter at Luxembourg (Grand Duchy) is
On May 31 listeners are to hear a broad- Becky Sharp, from the pen of Olive Conway,

Noah's Ark," in his remarkable imitations keray's Vanity Fair, are down for transof animals and birds.
mission by 5GB on June 8. On the same
Wallah -Wallah is the title of an obvi- evening Cardiff presents an original proously Oriental revue written by Gordon gramme in the form of a visit to dockland,
McConnel for performance on June 5. The which introduces conversation by sailors
cast includes Norman Griffin, Olive Groves, of all nationalities, one scene being laid in
a Chinese laundry.
Michael Shaw, and the revue chorus.
June z x and 12 are the dates fixed for
In New York, three hotels belonging to

now testing on 1,220 metres on a power of

some 3 kilowatts. Provisionally, the tests
are carried out on Sundays frOm 12.20 '1C

4.20 p.m., and on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 9.2o to 11.20 p.m. B.S.T.

A performance of Coleridge Taylor's
Hiawatha, by Dr. Henry Coward and his
Sheffield Choir, to be relayed to 5GB on
Germany's contribution to the series of the same management have been con- May 28, will give listeners the first opporthe "World's Great Plays"; on this occa- nected up for the broadcast of lunch-hour, tunity of- hearing a broadcast from the
sion Lessing's drama Minna von Barnhelm tea -time, and _dinner -hour music by one new Broadcasting House in Piccadilly,
single orchestra.

will be heard.

Manchester.

-

-
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During the past year
Formo components have

been chosen by set de-

signers for nearly all the
popular circuits published in the Technical Press.
Does not this prove to you
that these components

must be of outstanding
merit ?

I 1,

COILS SG 1 & 2

10.16 each

11111111111,

11r*

mil

111ii

it

In "Britain's Fav-

ourite Two," des-

cribed in this issue,
our parts are chosen
once again. Build

this set and incor-

porate Form o coils,

"1928" LOG

5/.

'0005

>>

condensers and

CONDENSER

>,,

valve holders. The
results will justify
your faith in Formo

'00035

00025

parts.

"DE LUXE"

Utuituamigunummumsattm41 >

>

>

MODEL 6,11005 10035
'00025 10015

THE FORMO CO.
CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON, N.W.2

Fit a Philips Trickle Charger

to your radio set, and then

when you switch off the

X'e &lice o

Lra tstrtaits
Rigeffsinwmwsor *wormy, MAW Ai

set for the night, you automatically

switch on the

Charger to re -charge your

L.T. accumulator slowly,
until the set is used again.
The switch incorporated
also switches on and off the
H.T. Supply Unit (if used).

Ask your Radio dealer to
show you a Philips Trickle
Charger for your A.C.
mom
EACH

Mains, and save yourself
time, money and trouble.
Price 55/- Complete.

PHILIPS
ltdio

ANTI -PHONIC EASELF LOCATING

Advt. of Philip; Lamps Ltd., Radio Dept., Philips House,
145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.a.

C.F. E H. BUTTON PROGRESS WKS. WALSALL
RUPERT COLLINS 8 RV1C

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

I glib .1111,
Pentamu Transformer

adjusting small values of grid bias. Modern of approximately .0005, are mounted on one

THE pentode output valve has been screen -grid valves and rectifying valves are metal base plate and have their moving

somewhat of a disappointment to some often critical on the value of grid bias, and
people who, having purchased one, placed a reliable potentiometer assists greatly in
it in the last stage of their amplifier followed obtaining optimum results.
We have just tested a G.E.C. potentiodirectly by the loud -speaker. In many

vanes electrically connected to this. The

moving plates of each condenser are rotated

by a separate drum. The three drums are
arranged side by side with one condenser
cases they found that the volume output meter marketed by the General Electric on one side and two on the other - When
was quite satisfactory, but the tone on the Co., Ltd., of Magnet House, Kingsway.
Since such a device entails the use of a
thin side with not too much bass.
Now, compared with a normal power or
super -power valve, the impedance of the
average pentode is considerably higher, the
effect of this being that the impedances
of the final valve and the loud -speaker are
not, as a rule, correctly matched. Thus, if a

rotating arm over some resistance element,
the makers have considered that reliability
is of primary importance and eliminated a
plain friction contact between the rotating
arm and the resistance by the use of a large
number of studs.

The total resistance value between the
pentode with an impedance of 6o,000 ohms
precedes a 2,000 ohms loud -speaker, it is end studs is 900,000 ohms. This can be
essential for best results both as regards varied to a value of 70,000 ohms by the
quality and volume, to employ a step-down

transformer. With the correct step-down

Dubilier Triple-lrum Condenser

ratio not only will the volume be increased,
but the balance of reproduction throughout

mounting the comPonent, it is necessary

the musical scale

panel to allow the drum to project. A neat
black moulded escutcheon plate completes

to drill out a rectangular section of the

will be considerably

improved.

The Pentamu output transformer, made
by Messrs. Radio Instruments Ltd., of 12
Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, W.t, is
designed specially for use after pentode
valves and gives four different step-down
ratios, suitable for loud -speakers of varying
resistances. The high -inductance primary
winding will carry currents up 'to 25 milli -

the assembly and gives an attractive
appearance to the panel. We did not like
the fact that the middle drum controls the
end condenser, but this is apparently unavoidable.

The separate condensers are smooth in
motion, having a substantial ball and cone
bearing at one end. The condensers as in
amps. without saturating the iron circuit. aid of r5 tapping points. Thus it is that the Dubilier K.C. type follow an S.L.F. law.
the
resistance
variation
between
adjacent
The step-down ratio varies from 3 to r to stud's is small, and therefore affords a 'No terminals are provided for' each con25 to r for loud -speakers having resistances satisfactory control.
denser and are mounted in an accessible
of from 2,000 to IO ohms.
The finish and workmanship of this position.
The maximum capacity of each condenser
component are both excellent; the motion
of the contact arm is exceptionally smooth, proved to be .0005 microfarad and the
whilst the contact pressure is sufficiently minimum .000038 microfarad. The component is well made and should give reliable
great to avoid noisy action.
This is a useful component and may be service
recommended to readers.
Mr. Merlin Aylesworth, president of the
Dubilier Triple -drum Condenser
National Broadcasting Company, who has
THIS drum -drive condenser has a num- just returned to the United States after an
ber of advantages over the standard extensive tour of Europe studying European
type, especially in the case of circuits broadcasting methods, stated that while in
employing more than one tuning control, England he completed arrangements with
for in these cases it is possible to obtain Sir John Reith for a regular interchange of
the advantage of a gang control and yet programmes between England and America
retain the individual motion of each con- in the autumn.
denser. Then again, in the old type of gang
Pentamu Transformer
L. V. Brekner; wireless operator on
One definite advantage of having a condenser, the sets of plates were in line Capt. Byrd's ship, the City of New York,
number of alternative ratios is that one and consequently there was some difficulty now in the Antarctic, sends a daily word to
may connect speakers in parallel and yet in screening one high -frequency circuit his mother which is relayed to her by C. L.
match them up for maximum results with from another. In the drum -drive multi- Barker, an amateur operator at Henning,
a pentode output valve. All users of pen- unit condenser each set of vanes comes up Minn., who has talked with Brekner every
todes will be interested in this transformer. against the panel and can therefore be day since the ship left New York.
screened with greater ease.
G.E.C. Volume Control
We have tested a Dubilier K.C. triple
The National Broadcasting Company in
AHIGH -RESISTANCE potentiometer condenser with druni control. The three America, recently paid £20,000 fora musical
is a useful component, particularly for condensers, which have a maximum capacity library.
C.E.C. Volume Control
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-Amaratnt WIRELESS Information Bureau, 501 Fetter Lan; London, B.C.4

Use a Fuse.
Q.-Recently I finished the construction of a
screen -grid valve set, and before attempting to

is the most probable cause of your trouble. Which H.T. Battery

test the set I asked an expert friend to check over
the wiring. Everything being pronounced in perfect order, I inserted the valves and connected up
the batteries. Imagine my surprise when, so

4V V \V/ VVVVVV /V

It is wise to fit a safety fuse between the nega-

tive wander plug of the H.T. battery and the

battery, a blue flash occurred and the filaments of
all valves were ruined: I again had the wiring
checked over, and the verdict was still that the set
was correctly wired. I am submitting a copy of

°

positive that you have wired up correctly
according to plan and you are also sure that

there is no shorting of the H.T. battery via the
screens, then the only conclusion to arrive at
is that the screen -grid valve must have been
subjected to bad handling between the time it

only London and the two Daventry stations being
received at anything like good loud -speaker

°

Can you advise me regarding this ?
My first set, a detector and one -stage L.F.
amplifier, worked very well indeed, and I am
strength.

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany

each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

been the cause of the trouble?-K. R. (14ionmouth).

A.-We have checked the wiring plan you
submit and it is quite in order. As you arc so

somewhere. The receiver '! gets " the stations,'
but there is no " punch " behind the reception,

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

the wiring for your inspection. It has been

proved that there is no shorting of the H.T. battery through the -screens and tuning condensers,
and I am at a loss to account for the damage to
my valves. Can you explain what might have

factorily, there seems to be a dearth of power

0/

When Asking
Technical Queries

soon as the H.T. tappings were inserted in the

Q."---/ have made up the " Clarion Screen -grid

Three " set, and whilst it appears to work satis-

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

using the components and accessories of this set'
for the new screen -grid set.-F. A. (Millwall).

A.-It appears that you were using a'
standard capacity dry -cell H.T. battery with
your original two -valve set, and that this
battery is still being used with the three-

valver. It is quite possible that the standard -1

type battery gave good results with the two-.
valver, but, in view of the fact that a screen
grid valve consumes between 3 and 5 milliamperes, this extra load on the H.T. battery

proves too much for it. Consequently the greater
current demand reduces the all-round efficiency,

of the working of the valves and very little

power is obtained. If you use a triple -capacity

left the works and the time you received it, negative H.T. terminal on the receiver. This dry cell H.T. battery, you will be able to get your
and in this way the electrodes must have will be the means of avoiding a recurrence of a current supply, and in this way the necessary
" punch " from the stations received.-L. C.
become displaced and shorted internally. This similar happening.-L. C.

maimammimmannemmui
THE High Frequency Choke
FIT your receiver with a Watmel

H.F. choke and obtain greater
stability, range; selectivity and
purity of tone. It makes an all-

`a.IlliIMBOOMIIIIIIMIIIMODIMMEDMileiglIGEIROMEMOOPIIIMPOOMERIBM11000112

THE MONARCH CABINET
with Components and Circuit for
TE-KA-DE Two in One Receiver

round improvement to the performance of your set, and has been
fitted with outstanding success to
the Cossor Melody Maker. Of all
good Radio Dealers or direct
from us in case of difficulty

0/

MN

Have you had your copy of this
blueprint and assembly chart ?

It tells you both how to build
a really modern, inexpensive
three -valve receiver (1929 Imperial 3) and also how you can
bring many old-fashioned sets

up to date by incorporating a
few Watmel components.

Send for your

THE WATMEL WIRELESS Co., Ltd.
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middx.
Telephone : Edgware 0323

copy: a post
card will do.

PCT

This handsome Counter Display Box contains a Complete Outfit for a
Receiving Set with a simple yet very efficient Circuit designed for a
'Tc-Ka-De Valve. V.T. 126 two in one Valve. Made up correctly to
printed circuit as supplied, it will give marvellous loud -speaker results.
19 - 6 including cabinet
From 200 to 2,000 metres. Price £ 2
with drilled and engraved panel.
ASK YOUR DEALER.

DR. NESPER LTD.,

Colindale Avenue, Hendon, London, N. W.9
iiii01111101101111111MIEMIMPPRIA
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OHM'S LAW MADE

11 For the Newcomer to Wireless:
ii
11

ii,

11

1'

EASY

CAN you give me some simple way current flowing in a circuit is 2 amperes milliamps is one -hundredth of an ampere,
of remembering ohm's law? I am and that the voltage is 6. How do I or .or amp. if you prefer decimals.
always wanting to make use of it in find the resistance?
Multiplying this by ro,000, we have
You want to find R. Right; put roo, which is the voltage.
matters wireless, but I never can rememThat's quite clear.
ber which is multiplied or divided by your finger over it. Now what's left?
E divided by I.
which, and it's a nuisance to have to
Here's a useful application of that
Volts divided by amperes, eh?
very problem to a point that often
turn it up in a book every time.
Then the answer is 6 divided by 2, or crops up in the wireless set. You are
Here's a method that will help you to
fix it in, your Mind once and for all. An three ohms.
using R.C. coupling and you want to
Exactly. Similarly if you know the discover what potential is being applied
old envelope ? Thanks. I write down
capital E, put a line under it, then below resistance and the current and want to to the plate of the valve. Clearly it is
the line I put a capital R, a multiplica- find the volts, you cover up E and find not the same as the battery voltage, for
R X I left. In other words, you'd see there must be a drop across the resisttion mark and a capital I, like this :
that amperes must be multiplied by ance. How would you tackle this?
E
ohms.
RxI
Why not use a voltmeter between the
I see; and to find the current I cover plate and L.T.-?
Yes, I follow.
You can't forget the order of the up I, which leaves E over R, or volts
No use at all unless the meter has an
letters if you think of the word ERIC. divided by ohms.
almost incredibly high resistance. I'll
Don't forget one most important explain why this is so another time.
You know what the letters stand for?
E is volts, R ohms of resistance, and thing, though.
Then what is to be done ?
What's that?
I amperes of current.
Use Ohm's law and the milliammeter 1
That's it; and if you prefer to call The formula is for volts, ohms, and The resistance has a value of, say,
current C as some people still do, ERIC amperes:
8o,000 ohms and the instrument meaWell, then, suppose it's a problem in sures a flow of one milliamp. Work it
still holds good.
How does your little diagram work? milliamperes._ Ten milliamps are flow- out by the formula, and you'll find that
Simply cover, up with your finger-tip ing through a ro,000-ohm circuit. 8o volts are dropped across the resistthe factor that you want to find and What is -the voltage?
ance. If the battery voltage is 15o, the
Cover up E as before, leaving ohms plate potential is f 5o less 8o-or
then work out what is left.

Well, I know, let me say, that the to be multiplied by amperes. Ten 7o volts.
...................

...... ....
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TUNEWELL COILS
FOR CLEAR
ELECTION RESULTS
BRITAIN'S

NEW
MULLARD
SET

FAVOURITE
TWO

COIL

COILS
to specification
3/11 each ; 7/10 pair

High Wave
1/11 each ; 9/10 pair

TUNEWELL DUAL COIL

250/2,000 (as shown) 1/9

as
specified
7/9
Base 2J-

()-pin Base, 2!-

Tunewell coils are suitable
for all sets. They are speci-

A

Famous

Portable
Re -designed
So successful was the " Chummy Four " last
year that Mr. W. James has designed a new
model, based on the original circuit.
Two outstanding features of the 1929
" Chummy " are (t) it is suitable for both

broadcasting wavebands (2) a much lower
H.T. consumption.
For full details of this splendid portable get
the June number of the

fied

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

have justified that selection.

Containing 65 Features and 120 Illustrations

in the most popular
receivers of the year and

TURNER & CO.,

ON Nitt
LONDON,

On Sale at all Newsagents,
etc., on May 24th, 11EA&A.&&&&&.&&AAAAAAAAA.AAAAA&A&AAAAA.A.A.A.&A.&&&&& a
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CASUALLY PICKED UP !

ownie

Jottings from my Log. By JAY COOTE
NO doubt, at various times during the

Petit Parisien. It will repay you to make a

day, many of you will have heard search now and again for you may meet
speech on the long wavelength associated with success. The announcements are
with Huizen (Holland). Except on Sundays made by a lady in French and Flemish-a
or after 6.40 p.m. these transmissions do not language akin to Dutch-and the interval
emanate from this broadcasting studio, but signal is the metronome. As a gramophone
from the Dutch commercial station at record, Constantinople is greatly prized by
Scheveningen Haven. At odd moments, if that studio, for I heard it at least three
you tune in to about 1,846 metres, you will times in the course of one evening. For the
pick up a man's voice giving out news and bulk of its programmes it turns to the
various announcements, all at dictation Moulin Rouge, the Hotel Cosmopolite, the
speed, and in order that the stock exchange Gambrinus Café, the Coliseum and the

quotations and market prices of produce Ten o'Clock Theatre, a popular variety
may not be mistaken they are repeated show. These entertainments are relayed to
twice. Where proper nouns of foreign the transmitter by land -line and the
origin crop up in the news bulletins you will quality is not too bath In future, I undernotice that the announcer spells them out stand that we may expect more enterin the conventional manner using such tainments, in competition with those put
names as Albert, Isidore, Jacob, and so on out by Radio Belgique.
to designate letters.
Scheveningen Haven usually comes on
the hour with a pronounced buzz and this
sound previous to the mid -day Dutch time
signal is prolonged for some one -and -a half minutes and followed by a stroke of a
'gong. Holland having gone over to
Summer Time on May 15 last is now again
twenty minutes in advance of B.S.T. Later

than 6 p.m. the commercial transmitter

Listeners on the short waves who may
have picked up the Polish programmes in
which the ticking of a metronome (about
240 strokes to the minute) was heard between items will be interested to learn that
the broadcasts emanate from the new Posen

transmitter on .3o metres. The power at
present is only 3o watts in the aerial, but
it is shortly to be increased to something
much more substantial. The tests are
carried out between ri p.m. and midnight
B.S.T. on Mondays and Thursdays.

rarely works; its service from that hour is
unnecessary and the wavelength is then
jumped by Huizen for the balance of the
broadcasting programme. It is this dual Announcements by both male and female
wavelength possessed by the Dutch station speakers are made in Polish, German
which puzzles many listeners.
French, and Italian; the bulk of the trans-

Radio Schaerbeek

mission consists of gramophone records.

The new Montpellier (P.T.T.) broadPossibly, up to the present, Radio
Schaerbeek has only been a name to you,' casting station on most nights, relays the
although for some considerable time you Marseilles local programmes, as arrange-

may have seen it under Belgium in the ments have not yet been made for the

" Broadcast Telephony" page. Within a installation of a studio in the former city.
The Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee Railway
voice" (vide B.B.C.) you may be able to Company has equipped some of its express
add it to your daily log. On a recent trains with telegraph receiving apparatus
Sunday when all good announcers had in order that passengers during the journey
few weeks' time, while still a "disembodied

retired to rest, I heard a call "A llo I Alio I may receive urgent messages.
Radio Schaerbeek," followed by a series of
The Tunis (Kasbah) wireless telephony

well-known and well-worn gramophone
records. Now, the strength at which this
broadcast was received clearly convinced
me that the long-awaited alterations to the
plant had been made and that from a mere
toy the Schaerbeek transmitter had been

station has resumed its broadcasts on a
wavelerlgth of 1,35o metres. As it is the
only station in Tunisia, it is hoped to make
the service a regular one.

"Radio Salon St. Quentin" is the call put
out
by a small French station now working
converted into something worth while.
Originally erected in a suburb of Brussels, on i70 metres every Thursday and Friday

in a private house with an outside aerial evenings.
At the Coney Island (WCGU) U.S.A.
draped across the street, Radio Schaerbeek

is to be -moved shortly-if this has not radio station, which is situated on the
already been done-to the centre of the Atlantic coast, it has been noticed that
Belgian capital and the Salle Patria, a alterations in wavelength occur with the

disused concert hall is to be taken over as a ebb and flow of the tide. Measurements
studio. Its daily transmissions have been made in the wireless laboratory demonstra-

carried out on roughly 25o metres, but on ted that, whereas the wavelength at high
this occasion they were higher up the scale tide was 210 metres, on the ebb it had inand somewhere in the region of Naples or creased by 1.6 metres.

the
`DOMINION
Slow Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 3/6 ! Bring your set
up-to-date by fitting this slow motion

dial. The mechanism is of special
non -back -lash construction which
makes very fine tuning easy. Finished
in smooth black or beautifully

grained mahogany bakelite, this
unique dial gives high-class finish
to every set in which it is included.
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ALL WIRELESS

SUPPLIED ON
EASY TERMS
BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE TWO

A success last year. Even greater this. A real
2 VALVE loud -speaker set. Complete kit of
SPECIFIED PARTS as used in A.W. set. 12/4
down and 10 monthly payments of 6/2, or cash 67/9.
Coil included.

NEW MULLARD S.C.3

The latest in Radio Receiver design. First pay-

ment £1 and 10 monthly payments of 14/-.

Assembled by anyone. Perfect results. Obtain all
Europe. Wires .cut. and looped. Baseboard with
plan printed on it. COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS

AS USED BY MULLARDS. On Easy Terms,
or cash £7 4s. Call and hear this Wonder Set.

CLARION THREE

Pay 15/- now and secure this marv,Alous Kit.

In-

cluding wire; basebiard and best quality ebonite
panel and strips ready drilled. 15i- down and five

monthly paYments of I5/-, or cash £4 4s. Od.
(Valves extra).

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
SPEAKERS

BROWN H.3. SPEAKERS.

Usual

price,

OUR PRICE, 30/-, or 10/- down and
three payments of 7/8. EDISWAN DULCIVOX
Speakers. Usual price, £3. OUR PRICE, 19/6.
ARCADIAN PORTABLE COILS, 10/6.
Screening Box, 9/6. TALISMAN PORTABLE
COILS, as specified by Chapman, 7/6. Screens,
6/- pair.
£3 5s. Od.

GRADUAL PAYMENTS

Any Kits, Speakers, Valves, Batteries, etc., supplied
on terms. Write us, state your requirements. We
mill quote by return. Carriage Paid on all cash orders.
Tertns Cash, C.O.D. or Gradual payments as desired.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE UST

H. & B. RADIO CO.

34 BEAK ST., REGENT ST., London, W.1
Telephone : Ger. 2834

B
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ROADCAST TELEPHONY

111)

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)
Station and Power
Kilo- Station and Power
Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
Metres cycles Call Sign
(Kw.)
(Kw.)
Call Sign
Metres cycles
GREAT BRITAIN
292 1,028 Radio Lyons
1.5
ITALY
25.53 11,75r Chelmsford
300
996 Bordeaux (PTT) 0.5
276
7.0
r,oBo Turin
(5SW) 15.0
305
982 Agen
0.3
333
goo Naples (Napoli) 1.5
243.9 1,230 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
3.0
309
970 Vitus (Paris) - 2.0
387
y75 Genoa (IGE)
258.6 z,z60.1 *Leeds (2LS)
0.13
316
442
3.0
947 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
677 Rome (Roma)
288.5 1,040 *Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
89a Petit Parisien
0.3
336
0.5
450
666 Bolzano
288.5 1,040 *Bournemouth
850 Algiers (pit)
352
2.0
503.5
7.0
596 Milan
(613M) 1.0
368
8z5 Radio LL, Paris 1.0
JUGO-SLAVIA
288.5 r,o4o *Edinburgh
384
784 Toulouse (Radio) 9.0
308.3
973 Zagreb (Agram) 1.25
(2EH) 0.35
400
749 Mont de Marsan 0.4
4.0
450
658 Belgrade
288.5 1,040 *Hull (6KH)
0.2
413
725 Radio Maroc
5.0
682
515 Ljubljana
288.5 1,040 *Dundee (2DE) 0.13
(Rabat) 2.0
LATVIA
288.5 1,040 *Liverpool (61.V) 0.13
423.7 708 Radio Flandre
2.0
629
567 Riga
288.5 1,040 *Stoke-on-Trent
Lille 0.25
Kilo-

-TO PERFECT RADIO
In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known

Radio Receiver or Component -all on

EASY TERMS
AN AMAZING CIRCUIT 1

(6ST) 0.13

NEW MULLARD S.G.P.
MASTER THREE

208.5 r,o4o *Swansea (6SX) 0:13-'
294.1 1,020 *Bradford (21S) 0.13

15/- DOWN
SECURES DELIVERY OF COMPLETE KIT
BALANCE BY EASY INSTALMENTS
THE WONDERFUL "TALISMAN PORTABLE." Start
making yours at once. Send 21/-. Balance by easy
instalments.

EXIDE 120 -volt H.T. ACCUMULATOR, with crates.
Send only 6/11, balance in I I monthly instalments of 6/11.

THE EVER.POPULAR "CLARION THREE." Send

302.6
311
323
358
378

1.0
99z.z Belfast (2BE)
964 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
928 Cardiff (SWA)
1.0
838 London (2L0)
2.0
793 Manchester

396

757 *Plymouth(5PY) 0.13

(2ZY) 1.0

401

482

622

(

1,566.5 191.5

* Relay stations.

Our Catalogue contains all leading makes of Receivers, Accessories, Kits of Components for the
Homo Constructor.

CouPon in unsealed envelope under 54. stamp nowt

PETO SCOTT 8a.
Please send me your big Illustrated Lists.

250
.7,200
283
1,060
354.2 847
456
694
520
577

1,360
1,203

275

1,090
1,070
96o
586

312
512

ADDRESS

AW

5

Free Demonstrat on, aal Advice hr Clualdlel Engineers at

our -Shops;-

77 City Road, London, E.C.1

62, HIGH HOLI3ORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER STREET,LIVERPOOL
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORON-CUM-HARDY,
MANCHESTER.

Innsbruck
Graz

Klagenfurt
Vienna

0.5
0.5
3.0
0.5
20.0

0.25
10.0.

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
265 1,128
278
1,080
306
980
343
873
432.3
694

Kosice

2.0

Feriby (testing) 12.0
4.0
Bratislava
Prague (Praha) 5.0
2.4
Brunn (Brno)
DENMARK
88j Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn) 1.0
259 Kalundborg
7.5

339

1,150

ESTHONIA

221n. LINEN SPEAKER
(OTHER SIZES TO ORDER)

735

374

FINLAND
800 Ilelsingfors

1,502

199

Full Constructor's Kit. Complete even to nails and
Screws.

Special Baffle 4/6, Rubber 2/-, Wood lengths drilled
2/6, Heavy Stretching Strips 2/6, Set 2 B.A. Rods,*

Nuts, Washers 1/6, Irish Linen 1/6, Speaker Dope
2/0, Universal Adaptor with Double Chuck Centre
2/6, Set of 8 Angle Brackets with Screws 2;6.

THE COMPLETE KIT ASE 22/6
Post Free. Any part supplied. Postage extra.
SPEAKERS MADE UP COMPLETE IN SPECIAL
BAFFLE 37/6. BEUE SPOT, HEGRA, TRIOTRON UNITS 1N;STOCK AND FITTED FREE.
CABINETS: OAK 35/-, MAHOGANY 37/6. With
04. Crates and packing
Cabriole Legs from 24
free. Stamp brings List.
THE LINEN SPEAKER SPECIALISTS

MOORE & CO. /Est
MIr,
I. years

175
200

1,25o
1,224

254
255

1,z8o
1,175
z,zz8

252.1 1,190
268
274
285

1,092
1,050

STANDARD HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES with GRID BIAS
I

1,37o
1,250
1,200
1,200

Flensburg
Nurnberg

'

Kiel
Cassel

Dresden
Breslau
Gleiwitz
9ro Bremen
829 Leipzig
945
937
919
802
766

7rz

Hamburg *

Frankfurt

Radio Nimes
Lille (PTT)
Juan-les-Pins
Rennes (PTT)
Toulouse (PIT)
Strasbourg
Limoges (PTT)
Montpellier

May 27

492

73o

(524X

The juggler of Notre Dame. an opera by J.
Massenet. Libretto by Maurice Lena.

SPAN

Oviedo (EAJ10) 0.5
Almeria (EAD ) 10

700
658

(EAJ8) 0.5

Madrid (EAJ7) 3.0
Salamanca
(EAJ22) 0.55

1,150 Hot -by
1,130 Trollhattan
900 Falun
853 Goteborg
686 Stockholm
546 Sundsvall

Ostersund
Boden
Motala

ago

250
222

SWITZERLAND
406
496
680
760
1,010

1.0

739
604

Berne
Zurich

395
297

Geneva
Basle

441 'Lausanne
TURKEY

1.5
1.5

Stamboul
Angora

250

1,200

1,809

,

'164

10.0
0.4
0.5
6.0
1.5
21.0
.0
2.0
30.0

1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.25
6.0
5.0

May 29 Love Magic, a comedy by G. Martinez Sierra

translated by John Garrett Underhill.

May 3

Vaudeville programme.
CARDIFF
A Welsh concert.

May 23

Hiawatha, scenes from Longfellow's poem,

31

The juggler of Notre Dame, an opera by J.

A vaudeville programme.
DAVENTRY EXPERIMENT AL (5GB)

30.0
15.0

428
458

550
770
1,200
1,350

15.0

Dublin (212N)

Vaudeville programme.

Lisbon CTIA A (Wed'

405

5.0

IRISH FREE STATE

411

Wilno
Warsaw

865 Barcelona (EAJ1)10.0
0.5
8 sr . Seville (EAJ5)
1.0
75o Radio Espaf1a
740 San Sebastian

261
265
333
350
437

-

222.2 1,35o Cork (5CK)

0.5
1.5

Kattowitz

SWEDEN

haven

ICELAND
Reykjavik

956
925

400-

162.5 Scheveningen-

goo

1.5
1.5
10.0
1.5
10.0

Cracow
Posen

'

314
24
346.8
369

(ANRO) 6.0

333.3

1.0
1.5
0.7

206.9 Moscow
178 Kharkov

1,C84

Sundays 5.0

1.0
1.0
0.3

1.0-

363.6 Moscow (PTT). 25.0
2.5
323 Homel
20.0
299 Leningrad

925
1,004
1,450

25.0
4.0
4.0
0.5
0.7
0.7
20.0
10.0

262.5 Huizen (after

548

1.0

and Sat.: 10 -midnight)
ROUMANIA
4.0
757 Bucharest
RUSSIA
609 'Kharkov (NKO) 5.0

825

0.25

HUNGARY
548 Budapest

Tromso
Aalesund
Porsgrund

PORTUGAL

*3.40 p.m. and on

1.0
0.8
0.4

0.7
1.0

.1.0

519.9 Hamar

395

1,848

1,846

Oslo

0.75_

1,075

Sud-Ouest) 2.0

657
657
657
604

945

(PC J) 25.0

0.25
0.3
0.1

Fredriksstad

317.5

891.5 Huizen (until
6.40 p.m. B.S.T.) 5.0
278 Hilversum

336.3

-774

0.75
4.0
6.0

0.75

/82 Norddeich

1.0

Bergen

820

POLAND

0.75

"

NORWAY
1,240 Rjukan
1,010 Notodden

955
890
722
658
214

4.0

654 Danzig
65z Aachen
649 Langenberg
63o Berlin
558 Munich
530 Augsburg
53o Hanover
520 Freiburg
131.4 Zeesen

151

Kovno

150

314
337
415.5
456
1,397

4.0
4.0
- 4.0"

Stuttgart

Massenet. Libretto by Maurice Lena.
3o A plantation feature programme.
3t " Kaleidoscope No. 2."
t

1.5
4.0
0.7
0.7
4.0
1.5
1.5

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 'Eindhoven

1.3

LONDON AND DAVENTRY

June

242
297
385
387
456
456
456
496
577

GERMANY

OF THE WEEK

TATLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES

881'ALLSTATION

17z
164

CHIEF EVENTS
29

Sample unit ed. Illus. booklet free.' Bargain 'be free.
fi881'£5.
3- VALVE
A111'LIF1ER9. 30'-.
A. TAYLOR. - 57 Studley Road, Stockwell. LONDON

223
203

bourg

Fecamp
211.3 1,420 Beziers
238 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio
240
245

Lyons (PTT)
5.0
Tunis (testing)
8.0
Eiffel Tower
Radio Paris
8.0
Radio Carthage

LITHUANIA

2,000

GRAND DUCHY OF
LUXEMBOURG
r45 Radio Luxem1,220

(Helsinki) 0.8
20.0

1,500

May 23

Fricea:.Jars 1/3, Baer 1/2, Rine( 701, Sample do,.
15 Volta complete with bands no& elestrolyte 4/1., post 91.

Lahti

FRANCE
1,714 St. Quentin

1)1/103 DALE ST., LIVERPOOL

New

Reval (Tallinn)

408

640

317.5
320
326.4
329
361.9
374.1
391.6
427
455.9
456
462.2
476
538
566
566
577
1,653
1,648.3

Chatelineau
0.25
SchaerbeekBrussels 0.5
Ghent
0.5
Liege
0.5
Arlon
Brussels

468.8
1,350
1,478
1,749
1,825

1.5

Sup., PTT) 0.7

263.2 1,140 Cologne
267.8 1J2o Muenster
1,099 Kaiserslautern
273
280.4 1,070 Konigsberg__ 4.0
0.7
283.1 1,058 Berlin (E)
0.7
283.1 1,058' Stettin
283.1 /,o58 Magdeburg
0.7

BELGIUM

220
249

280

NAME ,g

17.0

tRelays 2L0.

Linz

Grenoble (PTT)
Paris (Ecole

219
240
250
250

Daventry5GB)
..(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA

13/6, balance in II monthly payments of 1316.

Build your own set the Easy Way NOW !

Daventry Ex.

699
672

(Tunis)

1.0

748.3 Glasgow (5SC)

429
446

MANCHESTER
June t

set to music by Coleridge -Taylor.
Bill Brown, -M.P., by Edwin Loa is.

May 27

BELFAST
Spadet and Pails, 'a revue by EclWard P. Cenn.
_

,

No. 16217 "Daimon " Battery 60 volts with Grid Bias
each
No. 16219 " Daimon " Battery 100 volts with Grid Bias 172/ 1 each

From all good defil era

tied by The Mandaw Company, Ltd:, 9-15 Whitecross Street, London, E.C.1
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" AVOIDING SATURATION IN
CHOKES "
(Continued from page 742)

cut down the current. By a Suitable choice
of the length of this gap in relation to the

other constants of the circuit, we can
arrange matters so that we work at or

permeability, this does not apply through- around the maximum permeability point,
out the whole of the range. For very small under the particular working conditions
magnetising forces the permeability in- which we require. Moreover, the presence
creases and the relationship between the of the gap means that the Variation in the
two quantities follows a curve somewhat magnetic field for a large variation of
as that shown in Fig. 2.
polarising current is only quite small, and
Here it will be seen that the permeability therefore the inductance of the choke does
rapidly rises to a maximum, after which it not vary so largely as is the case with an
begins to fall away, and it is on the falling ordinary choke.
part of the curve which we normally work
in practice. If we could arrange to work Constant Inductance
at or near the maximum point we might
In the chokes to which I referred at the
conceivably obtain better results. In order beginning of this article the design of this
to do this, therefore, we have to find some air gap has been carried out so skilfully
means of cutting down the magnetic field, that it is possible to maintain the induct-

and we do this by introducing a certain ance almost constant over the working
amount of magnetic resistance in the range of the current. Fig. 4 indicates the
circuit.
This may be achieved by breaking the
iron circuit and inserting a small gap, as
in Fig. 3, which has the immediate effect
of reducing the magnetic field just in the
same way as the introduction of a resistance into an ordinary electrical circuit will

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
GRID BIAS METERS, for elimination of distortion, read
to micro -amps. Set to zero for purity. It will be worth
fitting on your panel. All made by Weston and listed 65/-.
Sale price. 35/,

MOVING COIL SPEAKER PARTS for R.K., etc.

Marconiphone 6 -volt wound Magnet Pots for battery or
off A.C. mains rectified. Sale, 20,-. B.T.H. I5 in. Coil
and Cone R.K., with leather flexible edge 10',
B.T.H. PANATROPE POWER AMPLIFIERS. For
working M.C. Loud -speakers on Gramo Pick-up from
mains. Also for Public Address Systems from Microphone,
D.C., £3 10s. 3 -valve Receivers, 27,6.

CONDENSERS. New Stirling, 2-mfd., genuine Mans bridge Condensers to 440 volts, at reduced price of 210,
4-fmd., 5,'4; 6-mfd., 7/.. Capacity Meters, £8; Wheatstone
Recorders, £12; Multi -Micro Galvos., 60.-; Res. Boxes,
17/6; Hydrometers, 1/6; Relays, 6!6; Remote Switches,
15/.; I2 in. Spark Coils, £10; Weston, 60/-; Micro
Ammeters for Grid bias testing: 36/. only.
MISCELLANEOUS. Geared Condenser Dials, 2;.; Shock
Coils, 616 and 8;6. Voltmeter, 0-6 v. and 0.120 v , 4,6 only.
Loud -speaker Magnets, 1,8 each.
H.T. Batteries, 60 v.,
7/6. Gramophone Pickups, 14/, Valve Boxes, 3 -cell

padded, 1,4. Double Protractors in Leather Case, 5;-.
Instrument Cases, mahogany, with Handle, Lid and Drop
Front, 7 x 8 x 51 in.. each 2;6. Plated Angle Terminals,
100 CA., Id. each. Marconi T6 Table Variable Condensers, 7, 6. Mahogany Cases, with Lid and Ebonite Panel
with 5 Brass Sockets for H.T. 8 x 4 x 31 in., 2/, Earth
Spikes with Terminal, 1,2. Tons of other goods unclassified.

Send cash with order plus postage or your inquiries.

ACCUMULATOR
SALE
NOW ON.

May Edition
of our
Bargains List
Ready.

inductance curve of one of the most popu-

lar types, together with an indication of
the variation which would normally be
expected without the use of an air gap.
This dotted curve was estimated from the
constants of the choke, and represents the
inductance of an identical choke having the
same number of turns and the same iron
circuit, but without the air gap. It will be
seen that at the smaller currents the inductance may rise considerably above the
inductance with the gap. This is not where
we wish to operate, however, and for all
currents above about one-third of the full

load current the inductance of the gap
choke is definitely higher than that which

can be obtained without the gap, due to
the absence of the usual saturation.
The use of an air gap of the correct proportions thus gives us a distinct advantage,
for, apart from the greatly reduced variation of inductance with polarising current,
the actual value of the inductance under

working conditions is greater than that
obtained with the same number of turns
without a gap, so that a more efficient use
is being made of the material at disposal.

In view of the considerable assistance
that wireless telephony has given to the
operation of railways in the United States,
the Federal Radio Commission has allotted

five short-wave channels for the use of
railway rolling stock. On litany transcontinental main lines, radio telephony
communication has been tested between
the locomotive and guard's van, and this
has proved very helpful in the case of
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that
in the event of the train breaking in two
- -not So unusual. an occurrence as might
be expected --the staff can be assured of
telephony communication between the
locomotive and the runaway wagons.
The Minister of Communications at Rio

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

de Janeiro has prohibited the clearing of
any Brazilian vessel from a Braiilian port
unless it is equipped with wireless in good

Telephone

;

City 0191.

Case only.

A REALLY HANDSOME
CASE FOR YOUR

WAT E S
--CAkee,491..ant

VOLT
-AMP
RADIO TEST METER
The many thousands who use a Wates Meter
have no doubt, felt the need for a handy con-

tainer for this instrument when not in use.

This handsome case has been specially

designed for the purpose and is now available
at 2,6 by post direct or from the usual dealers.

Substantially made with mottled black finish
in keeping with the smart crystallised black
of the meter, and with purple plush base and
satinette lined. Well made fittings, is a really
attractive and altogether useful accessory.
Supplied separately or together with meter.

3 READINGS ON ONE DIAL!

AMAZINGLY ACCURATE AND

IS THE IDEAL INSTRUMENT
FOR TESTING ELIMINATORS.
THE WATES ELIMINATOR VOLTAGE TEST

Remarkably accurate readings can be obtain ed
from eliminators with the Wates 3 in 1 Meter

using the new Wates testing formula, which
is now supplied free in leaflet form with each
meter and is available free to every user of a
Wates Meter.
Those who possess Wates Meters are invited

to apply at their dealers for this form.
READINGS

PRICE

0-150 VOLTS
0-6 VOLTS

0-30 MILLIAMPS

Crystallised black
finish. Fully guaranteed. Can be used
as a Pole Finder.

8/6

Complete with
instructions.

Case 2/6 extra.
THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.)
1 84-1 88 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, WAS
MB

FOR THE

MULLARD
S.G.P.

MASTER
3

trains made up of a great number of trucks.

Send stamped addressed envelope for Sale List.
4d. for illustrated Catalogue.

218 Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4

2/6

working order.

Type "B"
6d. each

They're
Specified
Again

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS

Betting .7, Lee Ltd., Queer:sway Works,
Ponders End.

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems

MAY 25, 1929

Easy Terms
YOU CHOOSE
YOUR GOODS
WE PAY. FOR THEM
-Immediate delivery-

No- troublesome enquiries
ALL ADVERTISED GOODS
IN THIS PAPER SUPPLIED
Let us know your requirements

We will quofp you per return

POST COUPON FOR BIG
ILLUSTRATED LIST NOW I
11*1114114011111111011.0.0.

" HOW TO GET THE BEST FROM
YOUR PICK-UP "
(Continued from page 741)

however, or when great volume is desired,
three stages of amplification should be used.
One of them may very well be resistance
coupled, and the other transformer coupled,
as in Fig. 2, or a push-pull circuit may be
employed as in Fig. 3.
In these circuits the grid of the first valve
is shown biassed negatively with one dry
cell and a special filter is not incorporated.
Many interesting facts may be obtained
by careful listening, but it is obviously
useful to be able to make tests with records

specially produced to provide a known
amplitude. The serious experimenter will,
therefore, welcome for testing purposes the
new series of constant note records issued by

the H.M.V. Gramophone Co. They coyer
a wide range -of frequencies, but a complete

set is, unfortunately, rather expensive. A
selection of three or four records to cover
the low and high notes, as well as those of

Name
Address
Send to

AAV 25 5

NEW gimes

SALES

CO.,

56 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
'PHONE - CENTRAL 2716

middle frequency, will, however, be found
of great interest.
I have several of these new records, and
find that much useful information is to be
obtained by measuring the voltages generated at the different frequencies by various
pick-ups.

2 megohms may therefore be used.

Various pick-ups may be tested in this
way, and the results compared with those
obtained by listening to the sound output.
obtained by playing the special records in
the ordinary manner. One should not
necessarily expect the results so obtained

FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING

By Insured Post. Z/3, or Z/9

that amplitude distortion will occur. But

set
always ready.
Not affected by
vibration. Each one
is tested on broadcast
before dispatchand is perfect. Of all high-class Radis
Once

Dealers or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN ,.(1?/).
Radio Dept. 45,

121/2, Gt. Sutton Street, London E.Ci

JET "Amateur Wireless" Solve
Your Wireless Problems

AW 143

WM r z7

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
East to West Short-wave Two (D. Trans,)
Beginner's Two (D. Trans)
Auto Two (D, Trans) ...
All -Mains Two (0, Trans)
).
1929 Favouri to Two (D, Trans) ..
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Trans)
..

AW 159

AW a 7(

AWi7t
AVVilto

AWi86
WMto7

Meteor Two (D, Trans) «
Clipper Two (D, Trans) ..

WMa a4

WIVI135

.

Twinflex (Reflex)

.. WM 138

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
AW144

All -wave Mains Three (HF, D. Trans, Rectifier)
All-purpose Short-wave Three (D, RC, 'Trans)

AWt47

Screen -grid Q Coil Three (HF, D Trans)
.. AWaso
AVVi 58
All -Britain Three (HF, D, Tram)
Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) .
AWt6o
..
Hartley Dual -range Threat (D, RC, Trans
AWI66
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans) price 4d. free
AW169
with copy of "AW"
.
AWt7a
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans)
AW175
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans)
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans)
.. AW179
WM5a
Everyday (D, 2 Tram) ..
All -wave Screen -grid Three (H.F, D, Trans ) WMteo
WMt17
Standard Coil 'Three (HF 0. Trara) WMI18
.
Festival Three (D, 2LF-dual Imp.)
WMizo
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Tran;)
.. WM123
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) ..
WMI24
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans)
..
.. WM I2()
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
.. WM(3(
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans)
WM136
Dynamic Three (SG, D. Trans) ..
At Home Three (D.2RC)
.. WM14(

-

FOUR -VALVE SETS

(13. 6d. each)

Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2Tians)

AWt33

WMto6

for a particular pick-up to be correct for all
amplitudes however. In fact, it is probable

with shield. As specified for
A.W. - Daventry Local."

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Beginners' One-valver
Reinartz One

Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Trans)

low value of anode resistance, such as
50,000 ohms, a coupling condenser of
.1 microfarad, and a grid leak of r or

CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION.

AW185

AWt6t

nification is needed in order that the
voltage may easily be noted. An amplifying

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR

,A

19217 Crystal Receiver

A Daventry-Local Crystal Set ..

valve of medium impedance with a fairly

coupled stage may be so constructed that it
can be regarded, for all practical purposes,

"RED DIAMOND" i

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)

" Q " Gang -control Five (2HF. D, 2Trans)
..
Empire Five (2 SG, D, RC, Tram)
Fidelity Five (HF, 13, 2 RC)

valve voltmeter of the anode -bend type
connected as in Fig. 4. This resistance -

radio receivers

,
nyhow, °t all these sets can be obtained
at Iv, 3d. and 4d. respectively, post tea s
fader iettsrt "A.W." refer to "Amateur wireless " seta and ` WM."
to r wireless Magazine " sets.

as quite distortionless. Only a little mag-

For tests of this description, a single
resistance -coupled stage is employed with a

Bu mend opt

BLUEPRIN'T'S

'Ile Ranger( SG, D, RC, Trans)
AWI43
Broadcast Picture Four (FIF, 0,
..
AWt03
AWL 67
Orchestra Four (D. RC, Push-pull)
All Europe Four (2 HE. D, 'Frans)
..
AWL73
Stability Four (H.F, D, RC, Trans) ..
AW182
(HF ,D, RC,Trans
Q
W M7t
WMait
Five -pounder Four (HF, D, RC,Trans)
Touchstone (HF, D, Rey, Trans)
..
WMzo9
Reyner's Furzehill Four (SG, D, 2Trans)
.. WM1 a
Economy Screen -grid Four (SG, 0, RC, Trans) WM 13
.. WM a z 9
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, 'trans)
.. WM tar.
Standard -coil Four (1-1F, D. 2 RC(
..
WMI34
Dominions Four (2SG, D, -Trans)
The Drum Major (HF, D, RC, 'Frans) ..
WM [37

How to Test

MARK

emaw WireIT

758

the results are of such a nature that in
combination with careful aural tests of
ordinary records, the peculiarities of pickups may be quickly determined.
The experimenter will be able not only

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

.

WM96

WM133
SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6ti. each)
.. AW 67
Short -Wave Super -6 (Super -het, Tram) ..

AMPLIFIERS (Is. each)
Screened -grid HF Amplifier
" A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RCI

AW t33

Searcher Unit (HF)
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.) ..
Gramo-radio Amplifier (zv) (trans.)
..
Signal Booster (HF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier

AW176

AWt87
WM74
WM 28

..

WM132

MISCELLANEOUS (Is. each)
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (D.C.)

.. AWI 33
.. AWt 23

Listener's Speaker, price 4d. tree wilts copy of

.
AW 70
AW"
Arcadian Linen-diaph;agm 'Loud -speaker (FullAW177A
size)

D.C. Unit (HT) ..

AW 178
AW 033

.

Short-wave Adaptor (a
Universal Short-wave Adaptor ..

WM82

WMiat
.. WM125

Buzzer Wavemeter (6d.)

..
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
Lodestone Loud -speaker
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions

to compare different types, but to deter-

WM 126

WM 31

..

PORTABLE SETS

WM14o

.

mine the behaviour of filters and other circuit arrangements either in the amplifier,
or before it. Thus, for example,, one could
compare a pair of transformers by arrang-

45.5.0 Portable (D.Trans.)
Talisman Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) ..
Chummy 4 (with modifications for LS

ing a change -over switch for connecting one

Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) ..

or other of them to the amplifier (Fig. 5).
Similarly, different loud -speakers may be
compared by listening, to the various fre-

Send, preferably, a Postrl Order (stamps over sixpence
in value unacceptable) to Blueprint Service

quencies as provided by the Vecial records.

AMATEUR WIRELESS

House Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans)
.
AW 53
Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) with

1/6

AW18 t

a/6
1/6

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half -scale) AWf 77

and H 1.) :

AW184

WMSat
WMI39

/6

116

16

52-61 FETTERN LANE

LONDOE C A

MAY 25, 1929
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MAKE THIS WONDERFUL RECEIVER
KIT OF PARTS

RAYMOND'S

Any other Condenser, H.F. Choke,

or LE. Transformer, supplied by

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Polar .0005, Ho. 3. at 5/9. .0001
Reaction 4/-. 2. Dual range C.T.
Coils, with Reaction (Timewel),

This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones r Gerrard 4637 and 2821
WE ARE OPEN QUOTATIONS

"A.W." 9-3-29

FOR WIRELESS
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

adding balance.

2

Anode 10/6; Aerial, 10/0. 3 Lotus or
W.B. V.I.1. at 1/3. Formodenser,
"J," 2/-. Daintier .1.-mfd., 2/6. .01
Fixed, T.C.C., 1/9. 3-meg. Lissen or
Edison Bell, 1/-. S.G. H.F. Choke,
H.F. Choke,
I'eto - Scott, 5/..
Lissen, 5/6. L.F. Transformer, R.I.
Ebonite
Strips.
and Valley, 15/-.
14x7 Ebonite Panel. Screen, 81x6.
8 Engraved Terminals. Push-pull.
Switch, Flex, Plugs, 10-g. Wire, 2
S.M. Dials.

THE im
01°
LOT

1

POST FREE U.K.

21002 Fixed and Series Clips 1/6 extra.

1,6 EXTRA C.O.D.

American Type CABINET,
Polished Oak Colour, Baseboard
14x7x9, 12,6.

Extra quality,

16/6.

Post 2/.

VALVES

Screened Grid, Marconi, Millard,
Detector, 10/6.
Power, 12'6.

Six -Sixty, 22;6 each.

The CLARION SCREENED GRID 3

CLEARTRON

DEFINITELY CUTS OUT 2L0 AT 1 MILE and obtains 5GB, 5XX and Continental Stations with 2L0 working. This actual test has been made by the

S.G., 2-v., 12/6. C.T.15, L.F. or H.F.,
4/a. C.T.15X., Power, 6/-.

designer of set at our premises. See report.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL

(One of many)
Messrs. Raymond,

Proof "A.W." April 6th

Russell Sq., London, W.C.1

I made up the Clarion 3 from-> EIFFEL TOWER,BER-

t he parts supplied by you-> LIN, CARDIFF, MAD -

ALUMINIUM

THIS SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

The Clarion Three was tested at the London workshops of Messrs. Raymond, within a mile of the London aerial and in an area wherein 5GB and
3XX are only faintly received on most Sas, owing to the shielding of the
aerial. Although the aerial wire is about 60 feet, ront the ground, the
pro.rintity of the neighbouring roofs gim it an effective elccerical height of
only a fee feet.
With eh, Clarion attached to the business cud of the aerial however, conditions were found to be entirelg different. Both the long and short-wave
Daventrys Caine in at good bowl -speaker strength and gaits free from any
kind of interference. Greatly to the surprise of the operators, Radio Paris
was also received on the land -speaker without any interference awl with
excellent strength against a background of silence. The test was made early
in the evening when not many foreigners were on the air. Ott the short
waves it was notable that Langenberg was received well enough to provide
a complete evening's programme had this been so desired.

CRADLE

PORTABLE

FOR

CABINETS

" ROADSIDE "

FOUR

in real Rexine, made to Mr. Percy la /6
W. Harris's specification - uui
Illustrated CATALOGUE (144 pages). 1/ refunded on,tirst 10/- order.

TunewellZ Dual

VALVES
10/6 each.

Cewor 210E0, HF, LF. Mallard
PM1A, HF, LP% Six -Sixty RC,
HF, LF.
Marconi DE1/210,
HL, DEL. Carson DE11010, HL,
DEL. Ediswan RC, HF, Lie.
1218 each.
Mallard

Marconi DEP215
(Osram same). Ediswan PV215.
15/- each.
Sixty 2151'.

250/2000
0 -pin Base, 1/6
PANEL MOUNTING

7/9

PORTABLES for MULLARD MASTER 5, Oak, Ito/.

Complete as specified. Carriage and packing, 5/-

JP

for

13x 13 x 6

12/11
BLUE 05/.
Post
1/3

SPOT
66K (101)

MULLARD

27/6)

BRITAIN'SUPFAV.
2
TO DATE.

Slay,

25th
1929

P16 to
Touchstone Coils.

3 MULLARD VALVES, 25/-, 19/6, 22/6 £2 18 0
'As an advertisement ONLY Purchasers of ABOVE LOT
can BUY FROM ME (only) : Table Cabinet 2/6 Oak;
Transportable 5/- Oak. All carr. and packing extra.

DUAL C. TAPPED

10/6.

with reaction

AERIAL
each.
ANODE
FOR CLARION (poll OW

10/6

TRADE SUPPLIED

Aerial, 9/6.

Pair .0005 Log "LB.,"

Sovereign 50 ohms, 2:6.

Metal Screen,

3 Mallard Valves, 0.G., 22/6.

PLEASE SEE A.W., MAY 18
BRITAIN'S FAV. 3 (Deluxe)
A.W.

1,000 Miles Range on

B.B.C. Anode and

Long -wave Anode and Aerial (Colvern), 10/8.

Pair Junit "ELY." Holders, 3/6.
Pentane, 25, and one at 10!6.

64/29

Ormond Log .0006, 8/- ; .00025, 5/6 ; 7 -ohm panel Ekes.. 2/8 ; 3
Benjamin VA., 4/6 ; Formodenser, Type "3," 2/-; .0003 and series
clip, 2/- ; 2-meg: Leak, 1/- ; Tunewell All-purpose H.F. Choke, 5/9 ;
2-mfd.
R.C.C. Unit Dubilier, 7/- ; 50,000 ohm wire -wound, 5/6
Mansbridge, 3/6 ; L.F. Transformer, R.I. 'Farley, 15/. ; (add balance
any other). Push-pull Switch, 1,3, complete with Panel Brackets, Indicator, G.B. Clips, 6 -pin Base, Connecting Wire, Thin Flex, 7 Engraved

63/

Peerless Rheostat, Dubilier Above Lot
ea
7,9;- Lentos Short Wave,
.1 mfd, Insulated Wire, 2
20/45 or 40/90. 7/6 extra.
C.O.D. 1/6
Coils, for 200/600 op 5/.
"I,
Post
free
metres.
SIEMENS
H.T.
BATTERIES,
60
v.,
8/; 60 v. Power, '13/6 ; 108 v.,
O Cossor S.G. 220,22/6. High 131- ; 105 v. Power, 221 ; 9 and 4 v. G.B.

VALVES
DARIO RADMICIRO

2-v. or 4-v. G.P.

5/8
7/8
7/8

wave Coils, pr. 12/6. Cossor

Patt. Dials stocked.

STOCK
TRIOTRON WE
WHOLESALE & RETAIL BiaFecrantl, Ekes,

H.F., Deb,, E.C., 5/2 each ; Power,
8/9. 2-v. or 4-v. Post 4d. (101 Free).

CLEARTRON
SCREEN GRID

2 -volt, 12/8 ; usual types, 4/- ;
R.C. or Power, 6/-. Post 3d.

FOR COSSOR

Leprinyair,

(144

A. AV,

1609 Baseboard.
ALL LOTUS PARTS. lar Choice, Petri -Scott .0001, Terminals. EBONITE Panel, 1828, and
Tunewell Dual Coil 6 -pin,

BLUESPOTaar. Illustrated
The Lot Carr. Pd.

9 B. Clips
2 Mid. 3/6; Igranic L.P. 14/-; 30 ft. Connecting Wire
Lissen R.C. Unit 4/-.
Plugs
THE ABOVE LOT
65/- POST FREE (U.K.)
C.O.D. 1/6 extra

Cyldon .0003 Bebe, 5/-.

gio,

7/6

Post

Catalogue

pages). 1/- refunded on

Amplioo,

Celestion, /gratilc, Lassen, M.P.A.
Edigivan, Cossor, Six -Sixty, Col.
veru, Cyldon, McMichael, Watrnel,

Lewcos, Polar, Climax, Ormond,
3.11., Pye, Polymet, T.C,C., Du biller, Lotus, W.B., Philips, Mallard, and all standard component.,
valves, etc.

LISSEN

(as above)

12" CONE
(With Triotron 4 -pole unit

Baseboard 14x9
7 Engraved Terminals

anode and holder 5/6; Dubllier Flex

S.G.P.3 Aluminium. 5,6, or Ebonite for D.C. Mains, 10/3.

WEST END DEPOT
for TUNEWELL COILS

an

A LSO

15/. ;'0002 and 3 meg. 2/-;
Choke 5/6; Lissen 50,000 ohm

Long -wave, 7/ 10 pair.

Lewcos C.A.C.15, 10/6; C.A.C.20,
12/8; C.S.P.5, 10/8; CEl.P.20,

LEWCOS

See above for specifications. ULTRA SHORT-WAVE COILS

OR CABINET

"A. W." Jan., 12/29

3 A.3f. Valve Holders
*0005 Polar S. Motion 12/8; .0001 1 Strip 8x2 Fil. Switch
J.B. 4/6; All Wave Tuner, Bulgin High-grade Panel 14x7

Aerial or Anode, BBC or 19/, Paid Drum Dials, L. and R., 21/-. dunit Plano B. Board, 2/78

Power
GENUINE IDEAL BLUE SPOT. Adjustable Power 66K Super
Super H.F., 2-v. or 4-v.
..
1101) 4 -pole Bal. Arm. complete with Cord, 25'-,
Prot 3d. (3 Poet Free).

Handsome Oak Polished SPEAKER CABINETS

HARTLEY DUAL RANGE 3

MULLARD H.C.P. RECEIVER
10/6 Al parts
stocked. The following items. ARE ESSENTIAL FOR
ABOVE,
you can use the others from -Master 3 Star or Five P. if
TUNEWELL COILS desired, orbut
we have them in stock. Fall List on request. Drilled Panel,

type in Leatherette QAiR., 21/-; Q.A.A., 15/-; Your 1927 COSSOR
with Speaker Grille Q.S.G., 21/-. All Lewcos Products.
LIST OF PARTS
fitted, with frame
Q COILS QA, 15/-; Screen Assembly -2 Coil
for aerial, grey or LOTUS
3 STAR Holders, McMichael BinocuQSP,
21/-;
MASTER
brown.
5/ -

KITS OF PARTS for all CIRCUITS. Make out List for keen
quotation. Don't worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT.

PUSH PULL

Cossor 230P. Mallard 2.32. Six Sixty 23001'. Marconi 210 (Osram
veiny). Ediswan PV225.
Screened Grid, 22,6. Pentodes, 26/-

15;'-.

U.K. Orders despatched earliest posible. Send
order with instructions. PAY POSTMAN.

MULLARD
MASTER 3 S.O.P
Strictly to specification. KIT OF PARTS K7 19 3

ALSO -1 have some
pair. C.T. Colts, 3/8, 5/3.
Handsome Suit Case 80/Q Coils; Q.A., 15/-; Q.S.P., 21/-;

CARR.

C.0 D

The Complete Lot 88/6 NETT

12/8; P3 to 14, 3/- each;

22/6

Don't Forget Our WHOLESALE DEPT. All Lines Stocked.
Hours of Business as above.

Post 1/-. If by C.O.D. 1/- extra.
Coils extra. Tar:mire!! Dual Range. Six -pin, 7/9.

Post 9d. U.K.

22, 4/ -each.

TEYHEURRYSDDAATTSPECIAL

PRICES
Hours 9 a.m. to 9p.an on LISTS of 25/- 4'
Sunday morning p1.1121. CALLERS or POST.
AALLLL ODAATY

1/6; 2 meg. leak, 1/-;.F. Battery Clips, 8 Engraved
Choke, 5/6;
L.F. Trans-T Terminals,
Wire,
Flex,
former, Lissen, 8/6; Push Plugs.
Pull, 1/3.

7111

Come 200P.

ALL DAY SATURDAY SETS OF PARTS

Ormond .0005, 61.; .00025,
5/6; 7 ohm Ormond, 2/-; 2 ALSO with the followingW.B. V.H., 2/6; 6 pin Base, 14x7 Ebonite Panel, Pair
2/-; .0003 and Series Clip, Panel Brackets, Baseboard,

RY, With fitted 10 in: Float.
and I am DELIGHEDt-> pRRIDA, QuED
VIENAVENTNA,
ing Cone and 12 in.
with the results.
One- > BUDAPEST, 5GB, Square Baffle Board.
mile of 2L0 I received-> It ADIO PARIS, Takes all Bat Armature
and many others not identified. I shall recommend to all
Units.

my friends. -Yours sincerely, H. PERIS.

i

Valve Holders, 1/-; Fixed C011densers, 1/-; 1(8; Leaks, 1/-;
Switches 1/6, 2/6; Latest 2 -way
Cam. Vernier, 4/6; Rheostats,

2/8; B.B., 1/8; Lissenola, 13/8;
L.P.

Traneformers, 3/8;

Coils,

80X, 6/4; 250X, 9/9; 60.v. 11.T.,
7/11; 100-v., 12/11; Soper 60-v.,
18/6; Grid Bias, 1/6; 4.5, 58.;
TRIOTRON UNIT
:Ld.J.ustaIblerrintpgeid Bat: 17/6 Super L.F., 19/-; Variable .0003,
8,-; .0002, 8/8.

first 10/- order.

L.T. BATTERIES. Elide D.F.9, 8/8 ; Elide D.M.G.,
9/- ; U.V.D., 14/-. All with carrier.
Oldham

;

D.H.9, 14/6 ;

Carr. extra on

Batteries except by arrangement.

W EARITE

Dual Wave Tuner 15/-. H.F.
Choke 6;6. S.W. Chnis 4/8.

2 -way Switch 8/-. 3 -way Switch
7,, Loading Coil 7/0. Titan
Coil

Unit 15/-.

Ebonite cut while you wait at

id. square inch, also kinch

at Id. Only the best supplied.

Drilled Panels for all circuits. Post extra.

SPECIAL COUPON (74)1
FOR EVERY 30/- you spend retail!
YOU CAN buy ONE of the following fort

3d. each extra (on this Coupon)

s

H.F. Choke, Silk Load -speaker Cord, 9 -volt Grid Bias, Pair Panel!
Brackets, .0001 Reaction, 2 mid. Mansbridge, 100 ft. Insulated Aerial,:
4- or 5 -way Battery Leads, 30 ft. Coloured Connecting Wire. S.M. Dial,:

12 yds. Lead-in, Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals, 60X Coil,:
Permanent Detector, Battery Switch, .0003 and 2-meg. Leak, 0 -pin.
Coil Base, 12 yds. Twin Flex, 100 ft. Indoor Aerial, .0005 Variable,!
Bet of 12 Plugs and Sockets (red or black), Set of 3 Coil Plugs with;
Terminals, Wave Change Switch,
(oss000ssassoaoossso.

Fixed Condenser, 1 mfd.

lq mateur Vtreleo

MORE RADIOGRAMS
FOLLOWING the example of England,
Holland, Germany and Italy,.Belgium
now proposes to erect a high -power shortwave transmitter in the neighbourhood of
Bruges with a view to direct communication with the Congo and South America.
Picture transmissions by the Pultograph system are broadcast from the Rome
station every Monday, Friday, and Saturday between I I and 11.18 p.m. B.S.T., and
a further test is made on Fridays at

MAY 25, 1929
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TRADE NOTES

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

OWING to the extensive demands for the

Advertisements

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

has been decided upon by the directors, who
have been fortunate in securing the services
of Mr. H. Walkington as works manager to

bring the factory up to a big production
basis. On the sales side, home wireless is
now under the care of H. C. Goodman (late
of the B.T.EI. Co., Ltd., and Electromonics,

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persona
with whom they are unacquainted. it is here explained.
intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to ;he amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of El
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of El, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

station is in operation the Rumanian railway authorities propose to equip all pasMessrs. William Whiteley, Ltd., of Queen's
senger carriages on the system with Road, London, W.2, have opened in their
receiving apparatus. In the meantime basement a department' for selling radio
tests are being carried out on the Oradea - components, said to be the largest departMare -Bucharest main line.
ment of its kind in the world.
For the forthcoming International Ex-

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

Postal Order or Registered
accepted), addressed to

Panama, 9 degrees from the Equator, with

the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, on the
edge of the ice barrier near the South Pole,
was established by the Tenth Signal
Company of the U.S.A. Army.

REPAIRS

Any

Terms to Trade

:19

"Service" Dept.
Rich Street. Colliers Wood, London S.W.I.3

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY --'---Leyton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells,
& S2 Sac Cells.
1 -cell.

Pl
SI

Cid.
Ed.

All complete for assem!Dly.
12 -cell.

E -cell.

30 -cell.

... 3/3 ... 519 ... 14/.
12/ ... 3/- ... 5/3

"Easeful" Filler : 1 -pint 1/-; Piet 1/6. Post 31 extra
Send lid. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-

THE LEYTON BATTERY Co.,

205 CHURCH ROAD

LEYTON

-

E.10

WIRELESS CABINETS
MAKE YOUR OWN
Send stamp for Free catalogue and price
list.

WOODWORK, 199 HIGH ROAD, LEE,
LONDON, S.E.13.

IL
ALL MAINS 2 and 3 VALVE SET for £1 deposit.
Balance £1 a month. Write for free Illustrated List.

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,
Wallington, Surrey

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
will be

EASY TER MS
We specialise in the supply of all good -quality Radio
Appamtus on deferred terms. All well-known kits of
parts, components and sets, now supplied from stock.
LOWEST TERMS. Send List of requirements to

Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

RE MAD!! LIITY

,,triti"44

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

WIIREILEM

the conditions printed at the head of " Our

NT -r296

A Complete List of a/I

that is best in Radio
et Keenest Prices.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or the Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Trade Enquiries Invited

J.MI.TAYLOR &CT
3 RodioHouse. MACAULAY STREET,

HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341.

Phone: NATIONAL 1977

- FOR LOW
A.C.
MAINS
TENSION

SUPPLY
UNITS
HIGH TENSION

Incorporating Westinghouse Metal

For Multi -Valve Receivers

Rectifier.
4 or 6 volts at
an amp.
No renewals.
No attention:

Guaranteed silent: No valves.
No expensive replacements.
Components from

L.F. Transformer, Laid -speaker

of

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

Make

nr headphones tepaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
e.ith euch repair. 4/- Post Free.

Publications, Ltd."

Contributions are always welcome,

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.

be

TELEVISION.-Scanning Discs made and drilled any size. John
Satter, Member Television Society, Featherstone
High Holborn, WC.

Crystal Set" (described in AMATEUR WIRE-

Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones

cannot

58/61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

two rival broadcasting companies in that
It should be noted that in the list of
city are erecting high -power transmitters, components for the " Daventry-Local
Radio Catalina (so kilowatts); the former LESS No. 361, page 677) the crystal dewill operate on 349 metres (86o kilohertz tector is given under the name Jewel Pen.
the latter on'268 metres (1,1 21 kilohertz).
This component is, of course, manufacThe Berlin broadcasting studio proposes tured by the Jewel Pen Co., Ltd., 22 Great
to relay during the month of June, an al Sutton Street, London, E.C.I, but to prefresco midnight performance of Shake- vent confusion should be correctly named
speare's Midsummer Night's Dream, from the Red Diamond Detector No. R.D.4o.
the historical Babelsberg Castle Grounds.
For the benefit of European listeners the
Another French mystery broadcaster has
broadcast will be simultaneously given
cropped up at Douai, according to calls
out by the high -power station at Zeesen.
Just as world history has come within picked up by listeners both in northern
the province of the microphone, so has France and southern England. The wavelocal history. In Glasgow the B.B.C. plays length would appear to be in the neigh-its part in a memorable occasion by bourhood of 262 metres and transmissions
broadcasting one of the opening services are usually heard between 5.3o and 7 p.m.
from a new church in Mosspark-the first B.S.T. The announcer frequently puts out
church in Scotland to be built and run on the call : Tci Station LY a Douai.
a union basis in view of the approaching
union of the two great Presbyterian
"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
churches-the Church of Scotland and the
'Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearUnited Free Church.
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.

Letter (Cheques

"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

hibition to be held at Barcelona in May, the

Short-wave wireless communication from

charged

are

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

7.38 p.m.
Ltd.), the foreign sales remaining in the
So soon as the new Bucharest high -power hands of Mr. V. Waterhouse.

namely, Radio Barcelona (7 kilowatts) and

this head

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

various instruments invented by Mr.
S. G. Brown and manufactured at the works
in Western Avenue, North Acton, W. 3,
reorganisation of the manufacturing side

2,

47/6
7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL AGAINST CASH.
THE TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., Dolton Street. West Norwood, S.E.27.
Guaranteed

Complete

tint's from

47/6
'Phone: Streatham 6737:
COUPON
Available until Saturday,

JUNE 1st, 1929

MAY 25 1929

The new Lotus Transformer

you an unexcelled

gives

emutely Wink.,

111

performance
and costs only

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSERS

T IV E
CONSERI,
12/6 ratingLABOUR
A
ARE

.,_

LIB

in their

Ei

in their fanct.orafe
safety

.
made by Br.us

Type 620

Type 610

MICA
CONDENSERS
Types 610
and 620
00005 to .0009
to .006
.00I
to .009
.007

-

2:6
3/3/6

Your set will leap into life

when you fit the new
Lotus Transformer. For
purity, tone and good
amplification this transformer is absolutely unequalled at the price and
gives as good a performance as you will get from
a transformer at a higher

OTHER LOTUS
COMPONENTS
NEW Lotus Drum Dials

from 29 6; Lotus Flat
Vernier Dials,49; Lotus

Valve Holders,1 3; Lotus
Variable
Condensers,
from .57-; Lotus Remote

figure.

..1.

............*".
OLIBILIEFt

MANSBRIC6E
CONDENSER

-----1

apg,--H

I0F
PAPER DIELECTRIC

CONDENSERS

MICA CONDENSER

All capacities from .ot upwards.

..i to a

Made with all the care,
accuracy and handsome
finish typical of every

Jacks, Lotus component, this is
Switches, Plugs, etc.
the transformer you must
Write for free literature get for your next set.

Controls,

.125 and .2

.25 and .3

-

-

*

-

-'

.

.4 and .5

each 21each 2/3
each 2/5
each 2/0

Type B 775.
.02

.5

2.0 - each 3/6
1.0 - each 2/6
Other prices on application.

If unobtainable from
your dealer, so r it C
direct

to

us

giving

his name and address.

4/-

a

'

-

8/6

37/5

Intermediate Capacities at
proportionate prices.

"TOREADOR SCREEN -GRID FOUR" I
This set incorporates the latest develop ments in Receiver dinign-f all constructional details free on request.

wommummeems

DuBiLi ER

From all Radio Dealers.

Minn1s

CONDENSERS
s,,,.,,
ArCititS. IRAN WM

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO., LTD., Lotus Works, Liverpool:

Dallier Condenser Co: (1925), Ltd., .Ducon Works, Victoria Rcad, IV-Acton,

Cd 10104

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

London, W.3.

ti23.5/F

Ci

mattur Wire5

MAY 25, 1929
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THE N EW R.I. OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
R.I. research is achieving
remarkable success in the
production of sound perfecting components.

Consider the Hypermu in-

tervalve transformer-re-

cently released, and now the

Pentamu which effects the
greatest and most uniform

results in high and low

note response that the Pen-

tode power output valve

can occasion.
The Pentamu operates with
any type of loud -speaker or

Imake of Pentode valve. It
gives step - down ratios of
2 to 1, 3 to 1, 6 to 1 and 25
to 1, and the interleaved

winding ensures the requis
ite low leakage inductance.

The success of the Pentode

der)ends on the Pentamu.

The primary effective inductance when

carrying the maximum pentode cur.
rent is suffi,:iently high to maintain
good low note response for all loud
speakers.

3

Secondary terminals.

Step-down ratio.
2 : 1

SO and S2
SO

Si

3

Si

S2
S3

6

:

1

25

:

1

S2

RATIO

1

ZS

RAN5F OR WA'

Write for the New R.I. Catalogue
of Britain's Best Radio
Productions.

RADIOIN INSTRUMENTS
LTD.
THE REPRODUCTION OF BETTER SOUND

SPECIALISTS

OFFICES, SHOWROOMS AND

FACTORY, SOLE ADDRESS: -12, HYDE ST., NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.1
Phone : Regent 6214-5.

Wires : " Instradio," London.
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